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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Richard S. Salzman, Chairman
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In the Matter of )

)
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY )

)
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )
)

Docket, Nos. 50-275 OL
50-323 OL

ORDER

November 19, 1979

In the proceeding below, intervenors'security plan"

contentions were handled apart from the rest of the case and

intezvenors were represented by separate counsel on these

issues. They are continuing that practice on appeal. Their

separate counsel filed a brief in support of their exceptions

to Part IV„ of the decision below, which deals with their se-

curity plan contentions, on November 13, 1979. Under 10 C.F.R;

52.764, applicant's time to file a responding brief on this

issue expires on December 18, 1979. To expedite this portion

* Dr. Johnson did not participate in this order;
S



~ of the proceeding, we instruct the staff to file its own
I

1/response on this issue by that same date.—

Zt is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

C. Je Bxs op
Secret to the

Appeal Board

1/ We granted the motion of intervenors'ounsel for the
other issues for an extension until november 30, 1979,
to file a brief on those 'ssues..
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UNITED STATES OF MIERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMibIISSION

THE ATOi)IIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC CO~~IPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2)

)

Docket Nos.*50-275 OL
50-323 OL

)
)

ORDER RELATIVE TO THE PETITION

OF GOVERNOR EDblUND G. BROWN JR.

On October 15, 1979, Governor Brown petitioned to intervene

as a representative of an interested State under 10 CFR 52.715(c).

On November 5, 1979, both PGandE and the NRC Staff responded to

the petition. The Staff supported the Petitioner but requested

that if the Petitioner is admitted that he be required to take

"the hearings as he finds them as .must all late Intervenors in
an on-going proceeding." PGandE opposed the petition as grossly

out-of-time, without good cause alleged for the late filing.
PGandE also requested the Board, if Governor Brown was admitted,

to require him to "state with specificity, and within fifteen
(15) days of Petitioner's receipt of the Board's Order permitting

such participation, the subject matters on which he desires to

participate and the issues which he intends to raise." PGandE

cited regulations, Appeal Board and Commission decisions to sup-

port its position that the issues he intends to raise should be

stated. On November 9, 1979, the Joint Intervenors supported the



intervention "for the reasons set forth in the NRC Staff's
response on the same matter."

On November 15, 1979, a response to PGandE's filing was

received from the Petitioner. The PGandE position on out-of-time

filing is challenged as well as the request to identify issues

within 15 days.

)Ye need not belabor the point that Petitioner represents an

interested State and while no reasons are stated for the late

filing we do not believe this is reason to deny the petition in

this proceeding.

The Board. admits Edmund G. Brown, Jr., Governor of the State

of California, to participate as representative of an interested

State in this proceeding. The Intervenor will take the proceeding

as he finds it.
In order for the participation of Governor Brown to be meaning-

ful the other parties and the Board are entitled to know with some

degree of specificity wherein his concerns lie. The parti.es are

entitled to not be "surprised" and the Board needs to be apprised

in order to determine if the issues are within its jurisdiction.
YFe believe those issues can be identified within 30 days from

receipt of this order and will expect to receive such a document

or an appropriate motion.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOliIIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 16th day of November 1979.

Eliza eth S. Bowers, Chairman
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In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. 1 and 2)

Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
50-323 O.L.

ORDER

On November 14, 1979, the NRC staff filed a motion with the Commission

requesting a six-day extension of time until Wednesday, November 21, 1979, in

which to file its reply to Applicant's Motion for an Operating License.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.772(b), this motion is granted and replies from all

participants in this. proceeding will be due on that date.

It is so ORDERED.

SAflUEL J. K

Secretary of e Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.

this 15th day of November, 1979.
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Rules of Practice, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Rules and

Regulations.
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I. P STArTmzr

This Board assumed that i.t would be able to issue sn Initial Decision

following the hearings in December 1978, through February 1979. The last proposed

finding it received was frcm the NRC Staff on April 10, 1979.

Qd.le the Board was reviewirjg the proposed findings in the wake of

Three Mile Island-2 accident, on May 9, 1979, the Joint Intexvenors filed a

motion for the Board to reopen the evidentiary hearings in the light of 'QG-2

or in the alternative to certify the questions to the Camrission. The motion

was supplemented by filings on May 10, 16 and 17, 1979.

Ch May 24, 1979, the Staff requested the Board to defer ruling on. the,

motion pending completion of the Staff inquiry and report as to the effects. of

the THI accident on the Diablo Canyon proceeding.

On June 1, 1979, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&K) opposed the nation.

On June 5, 1979, the Board issued an order which stated, that it will

defer its ruling until it receives the Staff's report. The Board recognized
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that the Staff analysis would in fact be a Coamission position on those issues

which are 'BK related. To date, that position has not been, released. The Board

has detexmined that only three issues can be considered in this Partial Initial
Decision: seismic, potential ainxaft or missile crashes into the plant, and

the security plan. Other safety issues await the THZ analysis. Doubts about

the validity of the radon issue record were raised by the Appeal Board in
1/

ALAB-562- on September 11, 1979. That issue willalso be deferred.

The security plan issue has been considered under its special

circuDstances.

Philadel hia Electric an (Peach Bottom, Units 2 and a), He olitan
I d 1 d 'U'd,

Electric and Gas Co. (Hope Creek Generating Station, U'nits 1 and, Ho
States poses Gorman (Minnesota) snd (Wisconsin) (T)dtone Energy panic,~Unit
Rochester Gas and E ectric Co ration (Sterling Pmer Project, h:lear
Unit 1, ALAB-S6, NRC 1979 .



On October 19, 1973, the Atanic Energy Ccomission issued the following

notice in the Federal Re ster "Notice of Receipt of Application for Facility

Operating Licenses; Notice of Consideration of Issuance of Facility Operating

Licenses and Notice of Opportunity for Hearing." (38 Fed. ~ 29105). The

Notice related to the applicaticn of Pacific Gas and Electric Caapany (PG6K)

for licenses to authorize the operation of the Diablo Csnyon Nuclear'Power Plant,,

Units 1 and 2 (the facility). The facility consists of two units located on the

Pacific Ocean coastline in San Luis Obispo County, Califcawia. The units are

manufactured by Westinghouse and are designed to operate at steady-state pcear

levels of 3,338 and 3,411 megawatts thermal with a net total electric output of

appnachnately 2, 190 MNe.

On June 12, 1978, this Board issued a Partial Initial Decision relative

to envirorunental issues based on an evidentiary hearing held Decenber 7-10, and
2/

13-17, 1976. That Partial Initial Decision is incorporated in this Partial

Initial Decision. That document recites the background of this proceeding

On November 17, 1976, Intervenoxs moved for reconsideration of their motion
to add new contentions. At the environmental hearing the Board denied the
motion in part (Tr. 1609-11). It did admit the fo11owing contention to be
considered at the safety heax~g: whether the Final environmental statement
adequately assesses all adverse enviramental impacts that could occur from
possible earthquake-caused accidents, including, but not limited to, Class 9
accidents, given the high potential seismicity of the Diablo Canym site
and the current design and construction of the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.
(See later stipulation.)



includixg identification and the history of the parties. In this hearing, the
3/

Board considered the somatic and genetic effects of radiation.

Due to the delay in being able to reach the seismic issues, the Board

determined that it would proceed on the non-seismic health and safety issues

with the exception of the security issue. An evidentiary hearing was held on

October 18-19, 1977, on the following ncn-seismic issues: Emergency Planning,

Quality Assurance, Probability of Aircraft Accidents at the Facility, and
4/

Revised Table S-3 values. The Board inforaad the parties that it might: delay

issuing a separate Partial Initial Decision on these issues but requested the

parties to submit proposed findings so it: would have the option to proceed with

a second Partial InitialDecision, if the hearing on the seismic issues con-

tinued to be postponed.

The parties canplied with this request but the Board determined 'it

would not release another part~1 decision on these few issues since it appeared

the hearing on the seismic issues could soon be scheduled. Part II of this

Partial Initial Decision deals with the non-seismic safety issues which can be

determined.

Pacific Gas and Electric Comoan (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 an 2; LBP-7 1, 7 NRC 989 (1978). However, the Board deferred
consideration of part of Intervenor's contention on the ~onmental
effects of radiation releases due to seismic accidents until the safety
hearing. The record was also specifically held open for receipt of the new
S-3 generic table on the en.vircamental effect of the fuel cycle when the
Camrission's interim rule is in place. (Tr. 1581, 1603-12).

Table S-3 was &cher revised and the current version was admitted into
evidence at the close of the seismic hearings as Staff Ex. 17 but, the issue
is again deferred due to AIAB-562.



On April 24, 1978, the Board was informed by the Staff, on behalf of

all parties, that the parties had agreed on the ~ language of the seismic

issues. ']hey also stipulated that the Staff's and Applicant's basic documents

would be admitted into evidence. In order to clarify the. the record; it was

also stipulated during, the hearing that am ndrrents 50 et see. to the FSAR (known

as the Hosgri Report) would be admitted into evidence. (Tr. 6924-6926) . For

the purposes of reference the stipulated contentims are set out as follows:

The sei~ design, for the category one structures,
systems, and canponents of the Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant (Unit 1) fails to provide the margin of
safety required by 10 CPR Part 50 and 10 CFR Part 100
in that:

1. The AppH.cant has failed to ccnduct investiga-
tions of the Hosgri Fault system to determine
adequately (i) the length of the fault; (ii) the
relationship of the fault to regional tectonic
structures; and (iii.) the nature, avaunt, and-
geologic history of'isplaceaents alcog the fault,

'ncludingparticularly the estimated amount of the
maxixmm Quaternary displaceaent related to any
one earthquake along the fault.

2. A 7.5 magnitude earthquake i.s not an'appropriate
value for the safe shutdown earthquake.

3. A .75g acceleration assigned to the safe shutdown
earthquake is not an appropriate value for the
amcimum vibratory acceleration that could occur
at the site.

4. 'Ihe amdmxn vibratory acceleration of .2g for the
. operating basis earthquake is not 1/2 of the

amdnxxn vibratory acceleration of the safe shutdown
~quake.

5. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate, through
the use of either appropriate dynand.c analysis or
qualification tests (or equivalent static load
method where appropriate), that Category I structures,



6.

7.

systems, and components willperform as required
during the seismic load of the safe shutdown
earthquake, including aftershocks and appU.cable
concurrent 9unctional and accident-induced loads,
and that Category I structures, systems and com-
ponents willbe adequate to assure:

a) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary,

b) the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition, or

c) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could result
in excessive offsite exposure.

'Ihe Applicant has failed to deaxnstrate, thxough
the use of either appropriate dynamic analysis or
quality:ication tests (or equivalent static load
method where appropriate), that all structures,
systems and conponents of the nuclear power plant
necessaxy for continued operation without: undue
risk to the health and safety of -the public will
remain functional and within applicable stress
and deformation. limits when subj ected to the
effects of the vibratory moticn of the operating
basis earthquake in ccahination with normal
operating loads ..
The Applicant has failed to demonstrate adequate1y
that necessary safety functions are maintained
during the safe shutdcam earthquake, where, in safety-
related structures, systems and components, the design
for strain limits is in excess of the yield strain.

When it became apparent after several years delay that the seismic

issues could soon go to a hearing, the Board scheduled a conference of counsel

for July 27, 1978. The Board ruled on various pending discovery matters and

established a schedule for discovery. These rulings were confixaed by the

Board's orders of August 3 and 7., 1978. In the conference, the Board advised

the Joint Intervenors they would have two weeks if they wished to submit a



contention on radon as part of the uranium fuel cycle (Tr. 3682). By letter

of August 7, 1978, the Joint Intervexxes stated they would not submit a conten-

tion on radon.

At the conference, all parties asked the Board to set aside only the

first two days of the hearing for limited appearance statanents since we had

already h~i approxinately 200 limi.ted appearance statements at prior proceedings.

'Iheir concern was based on the scheduling of their witnesses. The Board deter-

mined that this was a reasonable request and adopted it in its Order of August 7,

1978 and later cm6raed- it in the Order of November 7, 1978. Apprcacimately 146

limited appearance statements were heard in the two days.

Following the first prehearing conference the Board's Order of May 30,

1974, admitted many contentions of the various Intervenors. Discovery ccamenced

and was vigorously pursued by all parties. During the earlier years, the

Intervenors were proceeding without counsel and limited technical assistance.

Later when counsel and mare experienced technical advisors were obtained,.motions

were filed for nuEous new contentions. (See Joint Intervenors'proposed

findings pp. 6-8) . The Board considered each contention and when i.t determined

there was no justification for the extremely late filing, denied the motion but

later put the parties on notice that the Board would expect critical matters

to be addressed e.g., quality assurance, generic safety isis.

The Joint Intervenors'roposed findings pp. 17-22 describe at length

the matter of subpoenas issuing 'to two Advisory Ccmnittee on Reactor Safeguards

(ACRS) consultants. 'Ihat matter was settled by the Appeal Board decision of



January 23, 1979, the subpoenas were issued and Drs. Trifmac and Luco testified
5/

on February 7-9, 1979.

Following the canpletion of the review of'he Staff and the ACRS,

evidentiary hearings were held on the seismic issues on Deceaber 4-23, 1978,

January 3-16, 1979 and February 7-15, 1979. Part IIIof this Partial Initial

Decision peu~ins to the seismic issue. Part IV pertains to the security plan

issue.

The record was closed at the end of the seismic hearing except far

the generic safety issues and Table S-3 issues (Tr. 10,176 and 10,180).,

Any proposed findings of fact or conclusions of law submitted by the

parties, which are not incorporated directly or inferentially in this Parti'Q.

Initial Decision, are herewith rejected as being unsupportable in law or in

fact, or as being unnecessary to the rendering of the Partial Initial Decision.

Pacific Gas and Electri.c Carpany (Diablo Canycn Huclear Pmer Plant, Units 1
an I



II. FINDINGS OF FACZ ON AIRCRAFZ AND
MISSILE ACCZ5%TS

- In the non-seismic issues hearing cn October 18 and 19, 1977, four

issues were heard: the 1hergency Plan, Quali.ty Asmuxnce, Table S-3 and the

probability and possible effect on Class I structures fran aircraft and missile

accidents. It is not now known how the Lessons Learned from Three Rile Island-2

will ixrpact on the Emergency Plan or Qmlity Assurance so these matters willbe

deferred and, are not a part of this Partial Initial Decision. The testimony

on Table S-3 was updated as a separate matter at the conclusion of the seismic

hearing but is nav deferred due to ATAB-562. The only testinuny fran this segment

of the proceeding holding firm is that concerning aircraft and missile accidents.

At the hearing the following exhibits were admitted into evidence:

MAR, as amended

Emergency Plan, including
Appendices, Revisim 1,
Septeaher 1977

Staff Safety Evaluation
Report and Supplements

AppH.cant's Exhibit 5
(Tr. 3456)

Applicant's Exhibit 6
(Tr. 3463)

Staff 's Exhibit 9
(Tr. 3460)

In addition, by stipulation, all of the prepared testimony of the

witnesses was admitted into evidence to be inserted into the transcripts as if
0

read (Tr. 3457-3458) .
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Aircraft Accidents

The Board requested the parties to address the question of the

probability of aircraft and missile hazards at Diablo Canyon (Tr. 1307). The

Applicant and the Staff each offered a witness on this issue.

The Diablo Canyon Nuc1ear Power Station is located 12 mi]as fmm the

nearest ccamercial airport (San Luis Obispo County) and approximately 5 miles

fraa the closest approach of the nearest low level aims (V-27) . Airway V-113

terminates at the San Luis Obispo VORIAC (an FAA radio navigational facility)

6.5 miles northeast of the plant site. 'Ihe nearest high altitude airw gr is

J-88, which passes 22 miles to the east. Operations in control area 1155 follow

azimuth 226'o and from the San Luis Obispo VOKCAC.

The nearest military low level training route is 21 miles to the

north. The Hunter MilitaryOperations Area (MQA) is 20 miles to the north.

'perationsto and fran the ground occur in the restricted area 45 miles fmm

the plant. The O'ullivan Airfield, operated by the California National Guard,

is located 10 miles northwest of the plant. Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB)

and the Space and Missile Test Center (SRKZC) are located 30 to 40 mi1es

southeast of the plant:.

erations

~ San Luis Obispo County Airport is used only for general aviation

operations, including aix ted. service. The FAA estimate of 1976 operations



is a total of 136,000 including 22,000 air taxi. These estimates are consid-

erably larger than county estimates. The air taxi service eaploys primmwly

the NORD-262, a sma11 twin-engine airliner, and the Heron, a ccaparably sized
4

4-engix>e plane. Of the remaining operations, approximately 9(K involve single-

engine aircraft and 10K light twin-engine aircraft. Apprcacinately 4F/ of total

operations are touch and go operations where the aircraft remain within the

irmediate vicinity of the airport. Discussions with airport personnel indicate

that operations tcward the plant site are severely limited by terrain considera-

tions and lack of a need to pass through the area to trave1 to suitable flying
areas.

The O'ullivan fi.eld is operated by the California AirNational Guard

for training. It has a single 2400'aved runway. The largest fixed-wing

aircraft is the twin-engine U-8 (Beechcraft /men Air) . The'argest helicopter

is the Boeing Vertol OH-47. The total nuaber of operations is estimated, at

present, to be less than 200 per year. Because of the low number of operations

at O'ullivan, it does not contribute sigzificantly to potential hazards at the

plant.

The next nearest airfield is the private Weir strip, which is 15 miles

fran the plant. It has a single 2,000-foot dirt~ and operations from it
are no hazard to the plant.

The Oceano County Airport is located 16 miles frcm the plant. Opera-

s tions are estimated to total 12,500 per year, all involving general aviaticn:..

single-engine or light twin-engine aircraft. Ccnsidering the lm usage and

li.@t aircraft operated, operations fran Oceano County Airport do not contri-

bute significantly to potential hazard at the nuclear plant.



Allother airports in the area are sufficiently distant that they

do not contribute signiXicantly to potential plant hazards.

Aixwa ations

We lm level airways (V-27 and V-113) are for aircraft operations

below 18,000 feet. Aircraft operating along these airways will include local

air carrier and air taxi operations and general aviation aircraft flying ader

instnmant flight rules. The FAA's Los Angeles Air Route Traffic Control Center

(ARXCC) has indicated that the 1977 peak day IFR operations along the airways

near the plant were 44. In addition, 31 take-of& or landings at San Luis Obispo

were handled, along with 8 direct flights fran VAFB. Informaticn frcm VAFB

indicates that an additional 30 militaxy aircraft Q.ew frcm VAFB to the San

Luis Obispo VOBXAC. A conservative estimate of peak day operations along air-

ways adjacent to the plant is the sum of these or 113 per day. For the Los

Angeles region, the annual average daily traffic is 73% of the peak day traffic.

High altitude airways are for aircraft operation at 18,000 feet and

above, and are used prim;~y by air carriers. As indicated previously, J-88

is located 22 miles away fran the plant. At this distance, it poses no credible

hazard to the plant. 'Ihe 1976 peak day charts st 21 direct flights (not along

the airway) going directly over the San Luis Obispo VOKI'AC.

Contxol area 1155 is an alternate route for air carrier flights to

and fran the Pacific. This route is used periodically when missile operations

fran VAFB interfere with the normal routes to Los Angeles further south. LA

ARTCC pexsconel estimate the number of flights to use this area is on the order

of 200 per year. %hen passing over the San Luis Obispo VORZAC, the aircraft

are at altitude of 28,000 feet or aare.



Missile Iaunch Activities

The Air Force Space and Hissile Test Center operations include test

and traizdng launches of weapons systems and military and ncn-military satellite

latches. Space shuttle launches may also originate from SAMZC. Most launches

ZLan SAMIZC are in the southwest quadrant. Polar orbit is achieved by a

southerly launch. Very few launches are north of 270'. We Diablo Canyon site

is located at an azizmM of apprcncuoately 327'rcm the northern aust launch

Brea.

In order to minimize the risk to facilities and populations, the

flight of a vehicle is texuzinated (aborted) ifit should deviate frcm its
planed fLight path and an inh&ited area be threatened. In establishing the

location where missile destruct would be required (the abort line) time delays
J

in instruments and controller respcnses, possible missile performance deviations

and 90 percentile wind conditions are considered.

SAMZC personnel estimate that the probability of any debris impacting

the, Diablo Canyon site would be less than 10 for launches at the extreme

northern limit of allowable launch azixmths. As indicated previously, very.few

Qights would be expected in this direct9an.

Applicant s witness, E. Robert Schmi.dt testified initially that the

ccchined hazards posed by avtatim resulted in a probability of aircraft iapact

upon the plants of 0.8 x 10 impacts per year, using appropriately conservative

estimates (Tr. 3629; Schmidt Testinany following Tr. 3458, at 8), with the over-

all probability of exceeding 10 CFR 100 radiation release guidelines due to

aircraft accident ranging Rom 10 to 10 per year. (Id. at 9) . Cn cross-
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~camination, however, the witness testified that elimination. of'he conservative

aspects of his estimates would give rise to a "true potential crash rate, best

estimate —ifyou will—of a crash rate into the plant would be 10, in that-10

neighborhood." Tr. 3643. Staff 's witness, Harry E. P. Krug, Accident Analysis

Branch, NRC, concluded that the lifetime average (conservative strike proba-

bility) would apprndmate 1.8 x 10 impacts per year—well below the values-10 .

set forth in the Staff's Standard Review Plan and 10 CFR Part 100. (Krug

Testiaxxp, following Tr. 3649 at 8-10).

Tn light of the requireaent set forth in Atlantic Ci Electric Co.

(Hope Creek Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-429, 6 NRC 229 (1977)

for licensing boards to justif'y choices between conf'.cting pieces of testi-

mony, the following points are noted: The Staff's Safety Evaluation -Report

considered the praximity of nearby indusa~ and military facilities, including

the nearest airport and Vandenberg Air Force Base and ccncluded that due to

the lack of such industrial and military facilities in the area of the plant,

safe operation would not be adversely affected. Both witnesses testifying

on this contention were familiar with nuclear power plant licensing requirements

and considered, the risk fran aircraft crashes to be acceptably lov. The

differences in their nuaerical results can be ascribed to differing assunptions

made in their calculations. Wi. Schmidt has no practical experience in the

field of aviation, canpiled his estimates from published statistics alone, was

not familiar with FAA categorization or pilot skill levels of 'Swift Aire Lines,

the major camercial user of San Luis Obispo County Airport, and had not viewed

the facility and its site from the air, all matters which could be assigned some

valuation in reaching a "best estimate." Conversely, Ke. Krug testified that in



addition to having an appropriate background in science and mathematics, he is
a camercial pilot, instruaent rated, single-engine land and sea, multi-engine

rated, was familiar with Swift Aixe's flight routes, pilot qualificaticns, and

aixcraft types, and that he had overflown the plant. (Tr. 3651-57) . He also

deaanstrated considerable knowledge of the Federal Aviation Regulations and

their requirements with regard to overfli@ts of major structures (Tr. 3653-55).

'Qm Board finds that a reasonable probability of an aircraft accident

impacting upon. the plant is approximately 1.8 x 10 impacts per year, well-10 .

below the requirements of 10 CER Part 100 in regard to accidental radiation

releases.

Based on. the detailed survey of aircraft and missile operations in the

vicinity of the Diablo Canyon plant and on the evaluation of potential hazards

of these operations, the Bomb finds that aircraft and missile operati,ons do

not present an undue risk to the public health and safety at the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Station.
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III. FINDINGS OF FACT GN
SEISMIC ISSUES

In germinal texms the issues raised by the contentions all relate back

to the ability of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant to withstand any earth-

quake that can reasonably be expected to occur on the Hosgri fault, which is

located approximately three miles from the si.te.

Thus the primary issues can be classified for simplicity as follows:

1) %mt is the macimm credible earthquake that
can reasonably be expected to occur on the
Hosgri fault at its nearest point to the
plant?

2) %hat vibratory ground motion willthat produce
at the plant?

3) %mt criteria for evaluation of the plant for
the postulated Hosgri event are proper?

4) How willthe plant stnu~es, caaponents and
equipnent respond to that vibratory ground
mtion?

EXHE13IT NO.

Willin@ham illustration of CDP System

Trifmac/Luco donxnents identified on Tr. 4286-8
and 4355 9012

Anderson-TxM~c Report "U'nifoxm Risk Absolute
Acceleration Spectra for the Diablo Canyon Site"

Weber and Lajoie Figure re Slip on, San Gregorio
Fault

9012

"Earthquakes, A Priner" by Bruce Bolt

-Benuahered JI Exhibit 32.
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EXHIBIT NO.

Article "Rational Detexadnation of the Opera-
tional Basis Earthquake and its impact on Overall
Safety and Cost of Nuclear Facilities" by J. D.
Stevenson, Sept. 1975

IN EVIIZNCE

9-29

30

32

33

35

A

36

37

38

39

PGandE Witness 'echnical Qualification

Slide: Gualala Basin to Eagle Rest Peak

Photographs of San Francisco Buildings

Geological Society of,America Abstract (Silver)

Interpretation of Preliminaig Gravity Map

Blowup of Bax-end on Ex. 31

Open File Report 75-121 (USGS-1975)

USGS Bathymetric Profile

Frazier - Q Attenuation

Operating License
Application and AllAmendents and Supporting
Material .

Brune Drawing

CalifcnxLa Division of Mines and Geology Map
(saae as J.I. 35),

Report by T. H. Pickel to ACRS 5/31/78

Report by G. A. Thaapson to ACRS 11/21/77

Page Memo to Siess

'3hompson Letter to McIGnley 7/22/77

4388

4417

6084

6301

6301

6301

6301

6301

6855

6926

8144
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43-

46-60

61

62

63

65

Hall ~am of faults

J.I. 107 modified

J.I. 107 with hatch am%s

Fugro Report

Slides - Geology Panel Rebuttal

Peak acceleration as a functicn of M (slide)

Near Field Strong Motion Records Not Included in
Hanks and Johnson data (sLLde)

Peak Horizontal Accelerations Recorded in Naghan,
Pacoima, Koyna and Gazli, EarQup.~s (slide)

Seed drawing of waves (slide)

Seed draviz~ showing earth heterogeneities

IN EVlIZNCE

9698

9698

9698

9698

10, 100

10,161

10,161

10,161

10,161 .

10,172

IKXKlEHORZXfKG3ITS

14

16

17

Jshns sketch - en echelon - snsstcmoslng faulting

'Jahns sketch - strike-slip and normal faulting

Location of Transition Zone with ten mile
boundaries apprmdmated

Map fran Fugro Report - Plate 1

Hoskins-GriffithMap of Santa Cruz and Bodega
Basins (slide)

4621

4621

19

20

21

Stratigraphic Colunsn - Pt. Reyes and Santa Cruz
Regions (slide) 5011

Bathymetric Map - Monterey Submarine Canyon (slide) 5026

Map — Basement Contours in l'hnterey Bay Region (slide) 5026
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24

26

27

Regional Geology Along San Gregorio Fault
Area (slide)

Graham-Dickenson Map of Faults at South End
of San Gregorio Fault Zone (slide)

Complete Bouguer Ananaly Map (sli,de)

Map of Coast fran Pfeiffer Point and, Saboranes
Pt. (slide)

View Northwest fran Eu~cane Point (slide)

View of Santa Margarita Formaticn at Ra~cane.
Point (slide)

5046

5046

5046

5046

28

29

View Kkmn fran Hurricane Pt. to Seacliff (slide) 5046

Detailed View of Marble and Schist Fragnents (slide) 5046

30

31

32

33

35

36

37

View of. Sheared Sur Series Schist (slide)

Abstract, 1977 Presentation by Weber and Lajoie

Weber and Lajoie Figure re Slip on San Gregoxio
(foznezly Board Ex. 3)

Qrshem end DicRenscn Science Article

Map of Magnetic Intensity - Pigeon Point and Pt.
Arena (slide)

Map from CIRE Report by Hall - Location of San
Simem-Hosgri Fault Zone, (slide)

Hall Article fran Science Magazine re San Simeon-
Hosgri Fault System

Hall Article CXN Bulletin re Lanpoc-Santa Maria
Pull-apart

5046

5236

5236

5236

9595

9595

38

39

Complaint in U.S. District Court - D. C. Cir.

Smith Diagram - Illustrations of Seisaagrams (slide) 5613

Smith equation (slide)

Bolt - Focal Mechanism of Earthquakes (slide)

5613

5613
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Intervenor Exhibits (continued)

42

49

52

53

54

56

57

58

'9

60

Bolt - Sample Fault Plane Solutions (slide)

Bolt - Saaple Epicentral Locations (slide)

P~~ fm FSAR 2.5(e)

USGS Bulletin 672

USGS Open File Report 509 re Ground Motion
Paraueters

Hanks and Johnson Paper "Geophysical Assessment
of Peak Accelerations

Graham Testimony

Silver Testiaxrny

Map from Bolt's Book

USGS Map MF-910, sheet 1

USGS Map MF-910, sheet 2

, Ezample of Determination of Acceleration Response
Spectrum

Detexznixmticn of Normalized Acceleration Respcnse
Spectxum

Frazier - Response Spectxum Equaticn

Malik Letter to Hoch 7/20/78 w/att.

Gangloff Letter to Kelley 5/30/78 w/att.

"Analysis of Soil Structure Interaction Effects
During Earthquake of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant" by Seed and Lysmer

Malik Letter to Hoch 5/16/78

Bluxe draft "Effect of Prior Loading of Reinforced
Concrete m its Damping Value"

5635

5944

6148

6148

6153

6227

6227

6693

6693

6693

6836

6836
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Intervenor EHMhits (continued)

61

62

63

65

66

67

68

69

70

'G & H

72

73-106

107

108

109

DrillHole Log

Slide: Contaix>aant Shell Diagonal Reinforcing
Stress

Table: Contaixaaent Shall Diagonal Reinforcing
Stresses

Km+: Docuamt PD 608

Hubbard Testimorry and Qualifications

Brune Testizxny and Qualifications

Note: DeYoung to Giambusso 2/20/75

Yea: Program to Establish Basis to License
Diablo Canyon 1/12/76

Note: DeYoung to Gianhusso 2/11/75

Yean: Fraley to Rusche 12/20/76

Previously Board Zhkibits 2G and 2H

Draft Report "Response Spectra of Ccnhined
'Translation and Torsicn For a Traveling Seismic
Wave" by Nemaxk, et al.

Clarence Hall Bibliography

Set of Slides by Clarence Hall

Generalized Fault Map, West Central Califoxnia

Ihp fran Califorrua Division of Mines and Geology
Special Report 137, Fig. 1

Abstract of Fugro Report ~ Transactions, Aaeri-
can Geophysical Union

USGS Open File Report 79-385 "San Gregorio-Hosgri
Fault Zone, A Reduced Estimate of Knixmm Displace-
ment" by V. S'eiders, January 1979

7052

7052

7895

7940

9470

9700

9596

9596

9698



10

16

17

Equation N~, NB-3652

NUDUM-0371, Task Action Plans for Generic
Activities

NUHEG-0471, Generic Task Problem Descriptions,
Categories B, C and D Tasks

Technical alifications - Michael B. Aycock

Technical QualiQ.cations —Lambe P. Crocker

Affidavitof Aycock, Crocker and A1LBon
re Generic'afety Issues

Affidavitof Allison and Thadani, Relating to ATWS

NRC Staff Motion Re Radon Testiaany and Per'kixm
Record

Exhibits 11-17 were accepted by the Board's Orders of February 26 arid
March 12, 1979. These exhibits pertain to matters outside this Partial
Initial Decision.



A. Geo c Set of the Site

The Applicant has failed to conduct iroresti-
gations of the Hosgri Fault system to determine
adequately (i) the length of the fault; (ii) the
relationship of the fault to regional tectonic
structures; and (iii) the nature, amount, and
geologic history of displacenents along the fault,
including particularly the estimated anaunt of the
macimm Quaternary displaceaent related to any one
earthquake along the fault.

'Ihe siyMH.cance of this contention lies in the fact that the length,

na~ and seismic and geologic history of a fault are the basic paraaeters used
l

by geoscientists in arriving at the amcumxn credible earthquake that the fault

mi~t be capable of. A great deal of evidence on this point was presented by

all parties during the extended hearing. The Board notes, however, that in the

separate 'flings submitted by the parties that they all agree that a 7.5 M

value is conservative, and that there is. thus no'issue here for either Contention

1 or Contention 2. The Board willdelineate, however, what we believe to be

the pertinent evidence with the objectives'f both showing why the Board agrees

with the parties, and to provide a better understanding of the case when

considering later contentions.

Geol c Sett of the Site

PG&E witnesses Douglas Hamilton, Dr. Richard H. Jahns, and C. Richard

M.llizqgmn presented detailed testimony concerning the geologic and seismologic

setting of the Diablo Canyon Pmrer Plant. (Applicant's Testinuny following

Tr. 4457). In their testimcny they pated out that the Diablo Canyon site is

located along the southwest-facing coast of the aeuntainous peninsula that lies
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between San Luis Obispo Bay and Estero Bay, within the Southern 'Coast Ranges

structural province of California. The terrace at the site is underlain by

sedimmtary rocks, chieX1y sandstone and siltstcne, apprcadmately 16 million

years old. Prior to project construction, these rocks were overlain by an

unfaulted sequence of sand, clayey sand, gravel, and rubble, all of the

Pleistocene age and probably between 80 and 120 thousand years old (Testiuony

at 1).

During the apprccdmately 200 years of historic record, the interior

of the Southern Coast Ranges province has exhibited a anderate level of seismic

activity, with scattered eat~uakes rangirg up to a amizrum of magnitude 6.

Tn geologic terms the period of historical record is brief, but evidence that

surface displaceaents along major faults in the province have been minor or

non-existent indicates that this pattern of small to moderate earthquakes has

characterized most of the province during the past 100,000 years or rmre.

(Testimony at 2, 3).

Mth respect to seismic consideratians, the principal structural feature

in Califarnia is the San Andreas Fault, which extends about 800 miles fram Cape

Yandocino to the Gulf of California. It is the boundary between two major

tectonic plates of the earth's crust, and the North American Plate and the Paci-

fic Plate and the cumulative sUp along this break over the past twenty-tm

million years amounts to about 190 miles. (Testimony at 3, 5) . 'Ihe great bulk

of interplate anvelt between these plates has occurred along the San Andreas

Fault. (Tr. 4876). Movement along this fault over the past twenty-two million

years has been pr'edomiaately strQce-slip or horizontal. (Testimony at 6) .
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Tectonic activity in the area is predomir~tly concentrated along

the San Andreas Fault. In the main southern part of the Coast Ranges province,

no other faults show evidence. of a+re than minor seismic activity during

Holocene time (the last 10,000 years) . The same is generally true of the adja-

cent offshore region where both the sea floor and the unconformity at the base

of the Post-Wisconsinan sea floor deposits provide useful datum surfaces for

gauging Holocene deformaticn down to about 350 feet of depth. (Testiaany at 18).

'Ihe Southern Coast Ranges tectonic province is characterized by faults

with northwesterly trends and typically right-lateral or high-angle senses of

auveaant. 'Ihe larger faults, whichmay be regarded as second-order features

relative to the San Andreas, are 50 to 100 miles long. Host of the larger

faults have records of historic seismicity with a range from small shocks up to

Ed 6 ~ I ~,b g F I E d

placements are characteristically lacking.

The geologic relationships at the Diablo Canyon site have been studied

extensively in terms of both local and regional stratigraphy and structure, with

an eayhasis on relationships that could aid in dating the youngest tectonic

activity in the area. Geologic conditions that could affect the design., con-

struction, and performance of various canponents of the plant installation

also were identified and evaluated. 'Jhe investigaticn included extensive

mapping and trenchiag of the site. (Testimony at 90-95).
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Evaluation of the site prior to the issuance of construction permits

in 1968 and, 1970 established that it is in an area of relatively low seismicity.

The cmtrolling faults were considered to be the San Andreas, 48 miles northeast,

the Nacimiento, 20 miles northeast, and the Santa Ynez, 50 miles to the south.

For design purposes, macixmm probable earthquakes were postulated to occur on

these faults, and, in addition, the possible occunxnce of a 6.75M earthqu ke

anywhere in the area, includixg directly under the site, was postulated.

Because of the absence of seismic activity that would indicate a nearby sigpi-

ficant fault, plus the assumption of a large earthquake which mi@t occur

an~ere in the area, offshore exploration did not seem to be necessary.

(Tr. 6461) .

Subsequent to the issuance of the construction permits, studies of the

offshore area were published: Hoskins and Grifdiths in 1971 and Wagner in 1974.

The Horns'nd Gziffiths'aper gives the results of an interpretation of

extensive deep penetration seismic reflection surveys along the California

coast. 'lhe surveys revealed a structural basin offshore of the Southern Coast

Ranges ~&.ch is called the Santa Maria Basin. It is described as beiag a

shallow synclinorium about 140 miles long and 25 to 30 mi,les wide. Structural

grain within the basin trends northwest parallel to the trend of the basin.

Major faults bound the basin cn both the east and west. The eastern border

fault, nor known as the Hosgri Fault after Hoskins and Griffiths, passes within

about five mi.les of the Diablo Canyon site. (Testiaany of Dr. J. Carl Stepp

[Stepp Testimony], following Tr. 8484, at 2, 3).
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Warper utilized both deep penetration seismic reflection methods and

high resolution seismic surveys. '3he configuration of the sea floor was ob~d
by using precision bathymetric measurements and, locally, by side-scan sonar.

'Ihese techniques provided a considerable refinement of the structures along the

eastern boundary of the Santa Maria Basin in the region between Cape San Martin

and Point Sal. He indicates that the basin foraed in Middle-to-Post-Miocene

(post 26 M. Yrs.) tine,. Xt contains fran 2,000 to 5,000 feet of M'iocene sediments,

unconformable, overlain by up to 3,500 feet of Pliocene (7 M.Y.) section. An

erosion surface is indicated to have formed on these Tertiary beds during

Pleistocene time. Post-Wisconsinan age sediments, deposited during the past

20,000 years, overlie much of the Tertiaxy erosion surface. Wagner ccncuxred

with the interpretation of Hoskins and Griffiths that a major fault zcne forms

the eastern boundary of the Santa Maria Basin. This fault, the Hosgrf., is a

zone containimg fran 2 to 5 subparallel fault splays which locally offset

Tertiary and Pre-Terti.ary rocks with apparent vertical displac~s rangiag

between 1,500 feet and 6,000 feet. The fault is discontinuous and segmEnted

in the late Tertiary and Quatern ~ section. (Stepp Testiaany 3, 4).

Subsequent to the discovery of the HosgrL Fault, the Applicant con-

ducted extensive high resolution investigations of the structure, as did the

USGS sanewhat later. (Stepp Testimony at 8, 9) . The methods utilized include

several types of seismic or acoustic reflection pmQ.ling systems, as wall as

mapping of the earth's gravitational and magnetic fields in the region
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traversed by the fault. (Applicant's Testimny at 111) . All in all, approxi-

mately 9,000 miles of lines of profiles in the offshore area of the HosgrL

Fault Zone were reviewed in AppU.cant's analysis of the Hosgri Fault. (Tr. 5411).

Applicant presented a detailed description of its evaluatica of the

Hosgri, Fault. (Applicant's Testimxxy, 106-131) . Brief.y, their analysis shows

that the Hosgri Fault zone is present in the area offshore frcm the coast of

south-central California, where it extends for a distance of about 90 ad1es

(145 kiloaaters) between end points near Purisima Point on the south and near

Cape San Martin on the north. (Applicant's Testinuny at 106; Tr. 4418, 4859).

It is a part of the San Gregorio-San Simeon-Hosgri fault system. (Tr. 4645).

The fault zone is part of the Coastal Boundary zone, which is a boundary feature

between the uplift of the Southern Coast ranges and the structural depression

of the adjacent offshore Santa Maria and Sur Basins. (Applicant's Testimony at

107). The Hosgri Fault underlies the sea floor at water depths ranging fran

150 to 500 feet. The generally featureless character of the sea floor along

the Hosgri Fault trace precludes the possibility of either large-scale or

~ recurrent surface offsets along it during the last 10,000 to 17,000 years.

(Applicant's Testimony at 108; Tr. 5333, 5335). The principal sense of move-

ment along this fault is strike-slip, although it has a dip-slip cmpcnent, and

both probably are significant. (Tr. 5315). It is not the kind of fault upon

which one auld expect a great eart9xpake, because it is too small and what can

be observed of it does not indicate a past occurrence of major curmlative slip,

at least durixg the last five million years. (Tr. 5315) . Perhaps most,iapor-

tant, its current role in the regional tectonic situation is such that it is
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<et a major feature. The differential drift between the two principal plates

involved in the area (Pacific and North American) is about six centimeters a

year, aust of which can be accounted for by auveaent along the San Andreas and

Rinconada Faults, leaving sexy litt1e for other faults. (Tr. 5315, 5316) .

'Iha Hosgri Fault has dimensions that equal those of sare second-order

faults; however, no record of i,ts behavior during early and middle Pleistocene

time (10,000 to 2-1/2 KY. before present) remains owing to successive episodes

of marizie planation of the rocks within wM.ch it is developed. Consequently,

it has not been possible to determine whether it should be regarded as a small

second-order or a large third-order fault. (Applicant's Testimony at 20, 21;

Tr. 4422, 4423, 4646). However, there is enough evidence of late-Pleistocene

(the last 500,000 years) mvarent to conclude it is pendent to consider the

Hosgri to be a capable fault, within the aeaning of 10 CFR 100, Appendix A of

the Nuclear Regulatory Ccamission's Regulations.

Mth the preceding as background, we now turn to consideration of the

subparts of Contention 1. Subparts (i) and (ii) willbe considered together,.

as we believe there is a functional relationship between them.

C.... (i) the len~ of the fault; (ii) the
relationship of the fault to regional
tectonic structures.

The issue at bar here is basically that of fault length, as this is

an important paraaater in deterndning how high the magnitude of an earthquake

cn the fault can be. Applicant's analysis of the available data shows that the

main or central reach of the Hosgri Fault extends over a distance of about
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60 mLles, between the apprcacimate latitudes of Point Sal on the south and

Caahria on the north. Beycad this reach the fault extends about ten miles

further south and about 20 miles further zmM to give a total length of about

90 miles. (Applicant's Testiueny at 115-120) . As noted; supra, the Hosgri

Fault is a part of the Hosgri-San Simeon-San Gregorio Fault Zane, and the

question is whether these three faults are connected, thus forming a single

fault capable of sustaining a much mare energetic earthquake than the Hosgri

Fault alone.

On the north, the Hosgri Fault zone can be traced for about 30 miles

north of Estero Bay where it lies en echelon with the San Siaacn Fault.

(Stepp Testiauny, at 16-19, Tr. 4871-4873). The Hosgri. Fault and the San Simeon

Fault are not connected. Seismic reflection lines that cross the Hosgri Fault

between Point Estero and Point San Simeon do not show any major branches of the

Hosgri extending toward the projected southerly extension of the San Simecn

Fault. These reflection lines show that the contact between late Tertiary

(2/M.Y. to 16 M.Y. ago) rocks and baseaent rocks that approximately parallels

the shore line between Point Estero and Point San Sin@on is not displaced as

it should be ifoffset by major vertical or lateral faulting. A shale that

lies along the souQmmst side of the San Simeon Fault at San Sizreon Point can

be traced to the southeast indicating the San Simeon Fault does not veer toward

the Hosgri in that reach.



The Hosgri Fault dies out north of Point Piedras Blan~. Xt does

not veer toward the San Simeon Fault but instead gradually dies out along a

trend that is subparallel to that of the San Simeon Fault.

Additional evidence precluding the possibility of a lixikbetween the

Hosgri Fault and the San Sim cn is provided by the aeranagnetic map of the

Point Estero-San Simeon region. This map indicates that a block of basement
y

rocks extends unbroken between the Hosgri and the San Simeon Faults in the area

that would contain any linking break that could permit through-going transfer of

slip fram one fault to the other. The magnetic ananaly pattern indicates that

no such break exists, and. therefore, we conclude that the Hosgri and San Sim on

Faults are distinct, unconnected breaks. (Applicant's Testimony at 120-123;

Tr. 4422, 4923-4926). Both Staff and Applicant testified that the Hosgri and

San Gregorio are not linked to form one fault. The San Simeon.and Hosgri Faults

form the eastern boundary of the Santa Maria Basin. Hoskins and Griffiths

(1971) map the northexn boundary of the Santa Maria Basin as being the west-

northwest trending Point Sur antiform and the Pfeiffer Fault. The San Simeon.;

Fault either veers to the vest-northwest or cmtixtues as the Point Sur Fault.

The Point Sur Fault: is mapped as a thrust fault while the San Sim on displays .

predaninantly normal aevement. (Stepp Testimony, pp. 19-20) .

The U. S. Geological Survey concluded that offshore faults north of

Point Piedro Blancas (an area of possible lirikage between the San Simeon and

San Gregorio Faults) do not form a single continuous fault. The USGS states

that the San Sizeca Fault is projected northwest imnediately offshore and is
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truncated by the Sur Nacimiento Fault Zone. (SER Supp. 4, App. C).. The Hospri Fault

terminates in foldiag in this region or trends mere westerly. (Ibid.)

The Hosgri and San Sinecn Fault zones belong to the same coastal zone

of deformation.'he style of tectaLsm within the coastal deformation zone is

me of susstcuosing snd en echelon faults, which is typical of other fault

systems within the Coast Range that axe subsidiary to the San Andreas. 'Ihe

Hosgri Fau1t and'the Sam Simeon Fault approach as close to each other as 2-1/2

reviles north of Estero Bay. Honorer, substantial geologic data, leads us to

conclude that they are not die'ectly linked. (Stepp Testiaryny at 17-19) . Thus

fecm the preponderance of available geologi.c evidence, we conclude that the

relationship between the Hosgri, San Simeon, and San Gregorio Fault zone is one

of sn en schelm or anastasusiug series of faultswhi,ch is typical of fault

systems. in the Coast Ranges, 'and not a continuous plate margin master break

like the San Andreas. (Ibi.d., at 19-20, 22).

On the Hosgri Fault to the south Mom about the latitude of Point Sal

southward, the Hosgri Fault progressively loses definition as a separate major

break and dies out within a zone of cozplex folding and faulting that generally

characterizes this region. This interpretation is supported by the original

Shell Oil Company map of the fault- published by Hoskins and Griffiths and the

est recent USGS map. (Applicant's Testimony at 123-125; PG6Z Ex. 45, p. 14;

Tr. 4874, 4875);
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'Ihe Hosgri Fault forms thesoutherly part of the Coastal Boundary zone

of features and faults that lie between the uplift of the Southern Coast Ranges

and the structural depression of the offshore basins. Xt either'exmirmtes

or passes into the Transverse Range structure. This interpretation is consistent

with mapped Coast Ranges structures in the region where they intersect Transverse

Range stxuctures. (Stepp Testimony at 16, 12-16, 21).

Because of its location at the south end of the Coast Rar~, the

sout2mxarost end of the Hosgri Fault extends into the region of transition

("Transition Zcne") fran the Southern Coast Ranges region into the Transverse

Ranges structures.- The Transverse Ranges, including the region of transition

is one of active coapression and is the area in the vicinity of which large

earthcpakes are aure likely to occur than in the Coast Ranges region. (Tr. 4660,

4661, 4666, 4736) . In other words, the Hosgri Fault Zona is to be contrasted,

in terms of tectcaic setting and eartDxpake capabilities, with the Transverse

Ranges and the Applicant's Transition Zone. (Tr. 4419).

The overall structural relationships of the Hosgri can be generalized

into three regions, each characterized by a particular set of relationsh.ps.

These include, first, the northerly region where strain is transferred across

the Piedras Blancas antifoxm between the Hosgri Fault and the next major member

of the Coastal Boundary zone to the north, the San Siuem Fault. The second

region is the central region where west-northwesterly trending folds and faults

in the uplifted ground east of the Hosgri are detached across it fran north-

northwesterly folds in the downdropped basin on its west side. Last is the
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southerly region when the Hosgri enters and dies within the region of vergil
between the Southern Coast Ranges and the Western Transverse Ranges. (Applicant's

Testimony at 125-128) .

The entire length of the Hosgri Fault zone has been surveyed by inter-

mediate and high-resolution systems. The results of this exploration show that

both the sea-floor and the wave-cut rock surface beneath the post-Wisconsinan

(17,000 years ago and younger) surficial deposits-are unbroken along est survey

lines south of San Luis Obispo Bay. A recent survey ccamissioned by and conducted

for the USGS by Fugro, Inc. (PG6K EMbit 45) shows offset of the base of the

post-Wisconsinan deposits along a short 'reach of the Hosgri Fault south of Pt.

Sal. That survey concludes, however, that the Hosgri Fault probably terminates

about the latitude of Purisima Point. (Applicant's Testinxmy at 128-131; Tr.

4688, 4689-4693, 4809-4810, 4816-4818, 4822-4832, 4836-4837, 4839; Tr. 8264-

8265) .

Geological evidence was presented by Intervenor's witnesses, Dr. Stephan

A. Graham and Dr. Eli, A. Silver, concerning the length of an assuaed contiznmus

San Gregorio-San Simon-Hosgri Fault, the aaeunt of right lateral slip which

occurred on the hypothetical continuous fault, and the aaadzma size of the

earthquake to be expected cn such a feature. (Joint lntervenors ("J.I.")

1Mibits 48 (Graham) and 49 (Silver); admitted Tr. 6148).

According to Dr. Graham, in theory, between five and fifteen million

years ago the Hosgri-San Gregorio Fault system was a continuous feature, a key

element of the plate boundary between the Pacific and North American plates.
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Dr. Grahan's theory, however, was based upon a limited aaount of field work,

(Tr. 6233) and depends upon the matching of seven pairs of geological features

cn the eastern and western sides of the three faults (viz, the San Gregorio,

the San Simeon, and the Hosgri).

Material evidence in the record demonstrates, based m geologi.cal

field wodc at all but one of the stated locations, that it is extreaaly doubtful

that the seven pairs of features or offset points developed by Dr. Graham do

indeed awatch. (Tr. 5166-5197) . Dr. Graham expressed no opinion as to the

present continuity of the San Gregorio-Hosgri Fault: system, or the capabiU.ty

of the Hosgri Fault today. (Tr. 6233).

With respect to Dr. Silver's argument that the Hosgri. and San Gregori.o

Faults are connected, in addition to extensive other evidence, in the record

showing that the Hosgri and San Gregorio Faults are not connected (Stepp

Testimony at 11, 17-20, 22) certain aercaegn,etic studies of the area generally

thought to be the location of any possible connection between the two faults

shad that in fact the two faults are separated by an intact mass of Franciscan

bedrock that is several kilometers in width. (Tr. 10,017-10,020).

Joint Intervenors presented as a rebuttal witness Dr. Clarence A.

Hall. Dr. Hall testified that the Hosgri and San Simeon Faults join at depth

(Tr. 9530). He postulates a continuous fault begianing at the juncture of the

San Gregorio and San Andreas Faults north of San Francisco, continuing through

the San Simeon, down through the Hosgri. He also postulates a landfall of the
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Hosgri between Purisima Point and Point Arguello, extending then to the Lanpoc-

Solvang Fault, to the Santa Ynez Fault, to the'an Gabriel Fault near San

Bernadino (Tr. 9538-9539, 9639-9641) and thence to an unknown termination

(Tr; 9669). Dr. Hall located the landfall of the Hosgri Fault on the basis of

the abstract of the Fugro Report (PG&E Ex. 45; Tr. 9534). However, an exami-

nation of the full report indicated a contrary conclusion; the Hosgri terminates

at a point offshore of Pt. Purisima. (Tr. 9681-9686).

In review of the nuaher and canplexity of the assumptions which

Dr. Hall's theory requires, as well as the mass of previously cited testimony

on the non-existence of any Hosgri connection with faults either to the north

or the south, it is difficult for the Board to accord significant weight to the

We nor turn our attention to the third part of Cantention 1.

D.... (iii) the nature, amount, and geologic
history of cKsplaceaents alang the fault,
includizq~ particularly the estimated amount
of the amdt Quaternary displacement
related to any one earthquake along the fault.

The main or central reach of the Hosgri Fault extends over a distance

of about 60 miles, between the appnndaate latitudes of Point Sal on the south

and Canbria on the north. Beyond this reach the fault extends abaut ten miles

farther south and about 20 miles farther narth to give a total length of about

,90 argyles. The evidence indicates that movement along the fault has irrvolved

right-oblique sU.p (i.e., slip having coaqonents of vertical and right-lateral
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stree-slip movement) . The existence of an undisturbed sea-floor across the

fault at most points near Estero Bay precludes any possible Holocene (up to

10,000 years ago) rupture along the north-central reach of the fault from

exceeding a few thousand feet in length. (Applicant's Testimony at 115-120).
I

The aaaunt of possible lateral slip along the Hosgri Fault is limited. Both on

its north end and on its south end, the Hosgri Fault is not through-going in

the sense of connecting wi,th other faults in a way that would perad.t transoussion

of tens of kilometers of lateral offset. The stratigraphic section penetrated

by an oil we11, known as the Oceano Well, located west of the fault is simi.lar

to the stratigraphic section of the adjacent region east of the fault. Further,

the stratigraphy is unlike the 'section with which it should correlate i.f many

tens of kilcmeters of right slip had occurred along the Hosgri Fault. The simi-

larity of sections between the offshore well and the adjacent onshore region

appears to limit possible lateral slip to a maximum of about 20 kilcmeters,

alth~ it actually could have been much less. The existence of a wider,

more ccaplex pattern of faulting in the Hosgri zone directly opposi.te the

Point San Luis structural high on the Hosgri's northern section adjacent to

the plant site, but not opposite Estero Bay further north along the strike,

supports the arguneat that lateral slip in that region has not exceeded a few

kilom ters, at least aver the last five million years. (Applicant's Testimny

at 118, 119; Tr. 4930-4936, 4946, 4947, 4952-4954, 4957-4959).

Joint Tntervenors presented Dr. Stephan A. Graham, who offered

geological testimony concerning the aauunt of right lateral slip which occurred

cn the fault and the maxunum size of the earthquake to be expected cn such a
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feature. The testimony was received in evidence as J.I. Exhibit 48 (Graham).

Bxiefly, Dr. Graham theoxizes that between five and fifteen million

years ago the Hosgri-San Gregorio Fault system was a continuous feature as a

key elenent of the plate bomdaxy between the Pacific and North Aaexican plates,

along which right: lateral stree-slip aovement of about 115 kilometers occurred

(Tr. 6196-6198, 6364). This theory, based upon limited field work (Tr. 6233),

depends upon the matching of seven paixs of geological features on the eastern

and westexn. sides of the fault. These features include the following: Fort

Ross-Pilarcitos; Pt. Reyes-Ben Lanond Mt.; Pescadexo-Ano Neuvo-Santa tucia;

Pigeon Pt.-Santa Du~ gravity data (Eli Silver datum); Big Sur-Hiocene Sandstone;

Big Sur-Caahxia; and Pt. Sal-San Siaeon (Clarence Hall datum). (Tr. 6172-6196).

However, M. Hamiltcn challenged each of the seven sets of points developed or

utilized by Dr. Graham, showizg, 'as a result of extensive field work, that the

alleged matching pairs of features do not natch (Tr. 5166-5197). Furthermore,

H'r. Hamilton presented convincing testimony limiting slip on the Hosgri Fault

over the last 20 million years to a amdnam of twenty M.lometers, and probably

aure on the order of one-half tbat, and on the San Gregorio Fault to about ten

kilcaetexs (Tr. 4978, 4980). This consisted of stratigraphic and also geoauxphic

evidence. (Tr 4981-5046) . On cross-acamination, it was made clear that

Dr. Graham was expressing no opinion as to the current rate of slip of any of

those faults, activity or aovament on those faults in the past 17,000 years or

five millionyears, and the capability of the Hosgri Fault today. (Tr. 6363,

6364) .
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Joint Interiors presented as a rebuttal witness Dr. Clarence A.

Hall, Jr., whose theory as to the aauunt of strike-slip aavament on the Hosgri

~, Fault was then discussed by PGK witnesses. (Hall Testimony Tr. 9466-9696;

Hamilton-Jahns Testimony at 109). Hall presented his theory that there has been

about 80 kilcn ters of strike-slip motion along the Hosgri-San Simeon Fault

system over the past nine million years or so. This theory is based largely on

matching pairs of rocks fomd at San Simeon and at Point Sal (Tr. 9482) and on

dissimilarities in rocks on opposite sides of the Hosgri Fault at those locations

(Tr. 9511 A). As the Board noted in C, su~a, he testif'ied that the Hosgri and

San Simeon Faults join at depth (Tr. 9530) and, in fact, he postulates a contin-

uous fault beginning with the San Andreas north of San Francisco connected to. the

San Gregorio, San Simeon, down thrash the Hosgri and an extension of the

Hosgri on land to the Lcmpoc-Solvang Fault to the Santa Ynez then to the San
4

Gabriel and finally to the San Andreas again near San Bernadino (Tr. 9538-9539;

9639-9641) to an unknown termination (Tr. 9669). Hall supported his supposed

landfall of the Hosgri Fault by reference to an abstract of the Fugro Report.



(PG&E Ex. 45; Tr. 9534). However, an examrixmtim of the fu11 report indicated

a contrary conclusion; i:.e., that the Hosgri terminates't a point offshore of Pt.

Purisima (Tr. 9681-9686) .

In developing his theory of the'aaunt of strike-slip mmmm on

the Hosgri Fault, Dr. Hall contended that all significant strike-slip aaveaent

occurred after the formation of the Santa Maria pull-apart basin (Tr. 9619) .

In response to cross-mcamination, Hall stated that the relevance

of the pull-apart theory to his theory as to the aanunt of strike-slip moveaent

on the Hosgri is only historical in nature (Tr. 9693, 9694) . He admitted he

had no opinion as to the rate of movement on the Hosgri Fault over the last

17,000 years and no opinion regarding the earth~ke capability of the Hosgri

Fault (Tr. -9695, 9696). In any event, it appeared that the USGS had taken

Hall's theory of ament into accost in reccaxo nding a maxi@ma 7.5 magnitude

earthquake on the Hosgri Fault, and whether Hall is later proved to be correct

or incorrect would not, therefore, alter the USGS judgment as to the earthquake

potential of the region affecting the site (SER Supp. 4, Appendix C,. pp C-7,

-8; . 9795). I' . Jd d . I 'i d~
vincingly reafHraed the existence of the constraints they found to a large

anount of movement on the San Gregorio Fault (Tr. 9958-9988; PG&K Exs. 46-50)

and shmed that the seven pairs of features relied upon by Dr. Graham to support

his theory were, in fact, not uniquely correlative (Tr. 9989-10,003, 10,020-10,030;

PG&Z Exs. 51-58). Further evidence in cord:lict with Drs. Graham and Hall's theory

was contained in the report prepared by USGS geologist Victor M. Seiders,which
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was introduced as Joint Intervenor's Ex. 110 (Tr. 9580) . Hr. Seiders concludes

that at most the evidenm supports a maximum of about 35 kiloaeters of offset

cn the Hosgri Fault.

PG&E' concluding .rebuttal witness on geology was Dr. Richard H. Jahns.

He directed his testimcny to Dr. Hall's theory and showed that his theory was

physically and geologically impossible. Briefly, Dr. Hall testified that the

pull apart basin in the general area of the curved breaks at the north end of

the Tr nmrerse Ranges was created nearly thirteen million years ago, and that

all the postu1ated aevenent on the Hosgri Fault occurred within the last five

million years. However, there simply is no way to acaxraedate the 80 kilcaeters

of mveaent on the Hosgri Fault, and.thus Dr..Hall'

theory fails (Tr. 10,031-10,079). Additicnally, there exists today a pie-shaped

piece of land between the Impoc-Solvang fault and the Hosgri. Fault (immediately

above X'n PG&E's Ex. 43) that, according to Dr. Hall (Tr. 9668) cane fran an

area east of Buelltcn during the past 5 million years. Dr. Jahns has stated

that such a nuveaent would necessitate that land auving across the Hosgri Fault,

a geologic and.physical impossibility (Tr. 10,037, 10,038) .

The Staff's witness on this contentim was Dr. J. Carl Stepp. He

recited the Staff conclusions at the construction pexmit stages, and the exten.-

sive amount of new data developed by PG&E and othe't the request of the

Staff follmring discovery of the Hosgri Fault.. Based upon a review of this

data, he testified that the Staff concluded that PG&E had conducted an adequate

investigation of the Hosgri fault which, when ccxobined with data developed by

others

. provides a basis for making a reasonable
and conservative interpretaticn as to the length



of the Hosgri Fault zone, its relationship to
other regional tectonic structures, and the
nature, amounts, and geologic history of dis-
placemants on the fault (Stepp Testizmny
following Tr. $44 at 1-11).

He stated that the Staff also concluded that the Hosgri Fault does not appear

to be directly linked to the San Simeon, and that the Hosgri has experienced

strike-slip movement of at most only a few kilcmeters (Testimony at 11-23).

Accordingly, after considering all-of the evidence, the Board con-

cludes that PGGK has conducted an adequate investigation of the Hosgri Fault,

that it is a feature about 145 kilaaeters in length ending in the north about

thirty miles north of Estero Bay near Pt. Piedras Blancas, where it lies en

echelon but not connected with the San Sinean Fault, in the south it dies out

southward of Point Sal near Purisima Point within a zone of ccmplex folding,

and that the fault has experienced right lateral strike-slip antion of at

aost 20 kilmeters over the last 20 millicn years.

B. The Hos Fault Earth Potential

A 7.5 magnitude earthquake is not an appropriate value
for the safe shutdown earthquake.-

The significance of Contention 2 is that the magnitude of the ma>cham

credible earthquake which might occur on the Hosgri Fault bears a direct relation-

ship to the vibratory ground mtion one might expect at the site. Extensive

evidence was introduced cpm@ the course of the hearing on this subject.

However, as tha Board has noted, suoraall p,attics appear to be in sgreesant

that the assignmant of a 7.5'magnitude is acceptably conservative for the safe

shutdown earthquake. Regardless, the Board believes that a discussion of the



evidence adduced at the hem~ willhelp to place the assignment of this magni-

tude in the proper perspective.

'Ihe figure of 7.5 M was originally assigned as a potential ayyo.tude

for the Hosgri by USGS consultants to the Staff. (SER Supplement No. 4, Appendix

C, 1hy 1976). Although the.USGS did not state specifically that a 7-.5 M earth-

quake was likely to occur cn the Hosgri in their report of April 1976, they set

out reasons why they believed such an event could not be precluded. Those

reasons were:

The Hosgri Fault zone is more than 90 miles long and
may even be tectmically coupled to the San Sin+on
fault as they are within 2.5 ad.les of each other and
both form parts of the eastern boundary of the Santa
Maria Basin.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Marked changes in thickness and signature of acousti-
cal units across the Hosgri Fault zone in several
profiles indicates evidence of lateral slip. This
was noted in the Survey's review of January 28, 1975,
but such changes are even anre abundant in the pro-
files of amendment 31 to the FSAR. Right lateral
aaveaent is reported for the San Simeon Fault. These
data suggest that displacements on the Hosgei Fault
are related to the highly active San Andreas plate-
boundary system.

The length of the Lanpoc Fault proposed by the
Applicant as the most likely location of the 1927
event appears incompatible with the aayd.tude of
the 1927 earthquake.

The Hosgri Fault is closer to the center of the
estimates of error of both Engdahl and Gawthrop
than any other fault. It is therefore a possible
source of the 1927 earthquake.

'uestionableevidence relating to vertical displace-
ment on the Hosgri Fault in the epicentral area of
the 1927 earthquake does not eliadnate it as a source.
Surface rupture is generally discontinuous, and if



lateral slip occurred, ifprobably would not be
detected. Offset of the base of post-Wisconsinan
sediments and prcbable faulting of them is evidence
of Post Pleistocene nuveaent.

'G&E's witnesses on, seisanlogy were Drs. Bruce A. Bolt, Genmld Prazier,

and Steward W. Smith. Drs. Bolt and Frazier adopted the testiaaay prepared by

Dr. Smith (Tr. 5447, 5448). He testiH.ed that the seismic analysis done at the

construction permit phase of the proceeding provided a nuaber of conservatisms

which could be relaxed in light of present day laumledge and data, and that use

of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri Fault'n the reanalysis of the plant

is grossly ccnservative (Testimony following Tr. 5490 at 1-6; Tr. 5692).

Dr. Smith testified that in order to assess the earth|:eke potential

of a fault one should take into account aaount of slip, type of faulting and

praximLty of plate boundaries. Efforts to establish continuity in order to

detexmine the total length of a fault system are not vexy useful if the @~cry

intent is to establish the potential for ~e earthquakes (Tr. 5676, 5688,

5689). However, the amount of fault slip that has taken place aver recent

geologic tim appears to be a significant neasure of the anaunt of earthquake

activity that has occurred (Tr. 5691). If, for example, a fault has had

kilcmeters of slip it most have had a substantial length during the time that

slip acaxaQated. This would be true irrespective of whether the geologic

data is ade|pate to show continuity of a single fault trace. (Testimmy at
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Dr. Smith stated that it is also important to consider the timbre frame

within which the fault slip has taken place.'Ihe existence of a fault slip many

millions of years ago may have little ar ao relevance to the present day seismic

potential of that fault. The last 20,000 and particularly the last 17,000 years

is an appropriately conservative intenral on which to base an assessaent of

fault activity. gestinany at 8-9; Tr. 5549, 5824-5829) .

Dr. Smith testified that one should ask what the tectonic framework

can reveQ. about stress conditicas on the fault in question. This is important

because stress conditions are mere likely to control a gromd motion parameter,

such as peak acceleration, than is earthcpmke mayd.tude. Regions undergoing

normal faulting, a situation characterized by horizontal tension, typically pro- .

!' -~6~'d'8& f~t!
which horizontal ccapression is daainant. Strike-slip faulting is likely to be

interIn.diate between these two extreaes. Tn addition to the local style of

faulting, the prcnchnity of the regs, to major plate boundaries i's important in

assessing what the stress conditions are likely to be. Thus, faults closest to

the'main break of the San Andreas appear to have the largest amount of late

Quaternary (up to two and cne-half milU.on years ago) displacement, while
those'uch

as the Hosgri have progressively less displacemerc the further rerroved they

are fran the San Andreas Fault, the present plate boundary (Testimony at 9-11;

Tr. 5829, 5830, 5833, 5834, 5839).



Applying these principles to the Hosgri Fault provides the following:

a) Slip history of the Hosgri Fault during the'ate
Quatenmry period is only several meters, indi-
cating that chiring this time it was not operating
as part of a long fault system..

b) Focal nacbanisms and geologic data shear that
deformation changes frcm right lateral shear on
the San Andreas to nominal faulting in. the offshore

'anta Maa~ Basin. The local stress conditims
for the HosgrL would thus be expected to be inter-
mediate between normal faulting and strike-slip
faulting—that is, significantly less than those
expected for axnpressional regimes.

c) The Hosgri, soaa 80 kilometers fran the San Andreas,
is much less affected by the stress field frcm this
plate boundary than those faults which are closer to
or intersect the San Andreas, and thus the stress
levels and earthquake potential are correspondingly
less on the Hosgri (Testimony at 11) .

The Southern Coast Range Province in which Diablo Canyon is located

is an area of low-to-aaderate seismicity. M'ajor activity is centered cn the

San Andreas fault about 80 kilaaeters to the east, and in the Tran.~se Range

Province about'the sane, distance to the south. As exp~d by Dr. Smi.th,

his approach has been to assuxe that all the recognized faults in the Southern

Coast Range Province are seismically capable, and that the~ potential activity

in the future can be best estimated by mramizdng their geologi,c record of slip

in the past. Available evidence points tmrmi a gradual transition fran the

right-lateral shear errvironment near the San Andreas Fault to a tensional

enviraamit in the offshore on the Santa LwMBank Fault. If the offshore

region is one of transition to a tensional rather than a coapressional regime,

this would signiiH.cantly reduce the potential for high-stress, high-peak-
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acceleration earthquakes on the Hosgri or other nearby faults. (Testimony

at 14-16).

As stated earlier, Dr. Smith examined both the seismic and geologic

history of the region and concluded that to assure a very cmservative estimate

of future seismic potential the eaphasis should be placed on the geologic record,

particularly over the 1ast approximately 17,000 years. (Tr. 5549). However,

recent developments in the use of seismic mxent— make it possible to directly

assess the. present day seismicity in terms of slip rates and thus test the idea

of whether or not the current rate of earthquake activity is consistent with the

geologic record of fault slip (Testimony at 16, 17; Tr. 5531, 5547).

The first approach to relating seismic history to fault slip through

seismic axment was done by mmmining the average seismcity during the last

half'century in the Southern Coast Range Province, excludix~ both the San Andreas

During the past decade seismic mxoent has cone into caanon use in seisaalogy
as an effective means to characterize the size of an earthquake. The type
of dislocation caused by an earthquake in an elastic medium can be repre-
sented mathematically in terms of its equivalent force system-,-that is the
pair of forces that would have to be applied to produce the same

elastic'isplaceaentsthrcaqgout the medium. The anent of these forces turns out
to be simply the product of the average slip, the fault area, and the
rigidity of the surrounding rocks. Seismic axxnent can also be related
empirically to earthquake a~p9.tude, thus maIdng the lixik to relate geo-
logically observable quantities to seismological data (Testnxony at 17;
Tr. 5532, 5781, 5782).



and the Transverse Ranges. The result shows the usual type of size distribution
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@mmipal northwest trendiag fault zones Qiosgri, Rinconada, Nacunianto, and

Santa Lucia Bark) permits one to calculate a return period for earthquakes of

a specified magpitude on each fault zone. Thereafter, the postulated seisada

activity can be converted into an estimate of fault slip by meum of the seismic

moent. Each of the four faults would have to be assuned to span the entire

region sampled, thus making them about 200 kQ.aneters long. A r~ ca1culation

shows that one magnitude 6.5 earthquake every 700 years alcag a 200 kilcaeter

fault will lead to a net slip of about 1.5 meters over the past 17,000 years.

(Tr. 5700) . Since observations of surface faulting show the slip locally may

'exceed two or three times the average slip, cne would expect to see, locally

at'least, a sUp of severa1 meters fran this postulated level of seismi.c

activity.,This is in fact what has been obsenred in the seismic profiles

across the Hosgri, leading to the conclusion that this level of seismicity, up

to mgpitude about 6.5, i,s likely to represent the macixmm that has occurred

here. (Tr. 5801) . Similar calculations assuming a mayd.tude 7 lead to a total
I

average slip duriI~ the past 17,000 years of about three meters. Faxn this one

could expect to see slip locally ezamdiag two or three times this aaamt.

Fault slip on the Hosgri, if there were to be any, would have roupy comparable

amponents of vertical and horizontal motion. (Tr. 5550, 5551, 5553-5555,

5559). It is un1ikely that large amounts of horizontal slip could have occurred

on the Hosgri without their having been recognized in the data available.

gr. 5574, 5575, 5586, 5587). Since fault slip of this magnitude would have

produced a more significant and pervasive record of sea-floor distuxbance along
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the HosgrL, even ifit were primarily horizontal in direction, i.t can be 'con-

eluded that earthquakes of this size cannot have been characteristic of this

region duxixg the 1ast 17,000 years. (Testimony at 18-20; Tr. 5520, 5521, 5533-

5546, 5548, 5549, 5560). In other words, there have not been rennet earth-

quakes abcve 6.5 magnitude on the Hosgri in the past 17,000 years. (Testimony

at 29).

In an effort to Gzether test these ideas and amztne the sensi.tivity

of the result to the size of the region over which seismicity was sanpled, the

analysis was extended to include the entire plate boundary region fmm Cape

Mendocino to Baja Caliihrnia. After apportioning the seismic activity in the

region between the San Andreas and the various secondary faults which paralle1

it, about 5K of the San Andreas activity is found on the Hosgri. This leads

to. an average return period for a magnitude 6.5 earthquake on the section of

the Hosgri adjacent to Diablo Canyon of about 1,000 years, which is consistent

with the earlier result. (Testimxgr at 20-21; Tr. 5570, 5810, 5811) .

r To &zMer cd the consistency of this approach it cm be applied

directly to the San Andreas, where a good deal more is known about the history

of slip. One camentator (Sich) has estimated recurrence rates of great

earthquakes on the San Andreas fran which sU.p rates may be inferred of fmm

3.7 to 6.0 centimeters per year. Using the last half century of instnrazztal

data on earthquake occurrences, predicted earthquakes produce a slip rate of

only two centimeters per year. Thus, the sample of seismLcity during the

last 45 years appears to underestimate the plate boundary motion by a factor of
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ab'out 2 or 3. This type of agreement is considered satisfactory,'onsidering that

a significant part of the plate motion may t'ake place as creep, or that the

period of time saapled was not as seismically active as the average.'n either

case, the inference drawn regarding the Hosgri. would be expected to err on the

side of conservatism. (Testimony at 20-22; Tr.':5756, 5769, 5770).

Dr. Smith also presented the evidence on which he bases his belief that

the Lompoc or Pt. Arguello 1927 earthquake did not occur on the Hosgri Fault.

Prelimhmrily, Dr. Sad.th listed the aust severe effects resulting from this

earthquake and noted that even if the earthquake had been on the Hosgri ad)acent

to the site itwould pose no ground motion problem more severe than those

considered in the original design. of the plant. Briefly, the evidence Dr. Smith

brings to bear concerrdng the location of the 1927 earthquake is as follows:

a) The type of data used to locate the event in the
study upon which USGS relied in arriving at its
conclusion that the eveut may have occurred on the
Hosgri (arrival times of seismic waves at distant
recording stations) was unreliable.

b) Interval times between shear and canpressional waves
for aftershocks provide sure reliable data.

c) The available intensity data shows that the pattern
of lines of roupy equivalent earthquake damage
would put the earthquake directly offshore from
Point Arguello.

d) Consideration of the sea-floor topography shows that
there are no sea-floor offsets along the Hosgri that
appear as if they could have been associated with
this earQx~ake.

Ken taken together, Smith be1ieves that this evidence points convincingly

toward the Lcmpoc structure as the source of the 1927 earthquake. (Testimny

at 22-25; Tr. 5483, 5484; 5635-5645) . Dr. Jahns and M'. Hamilton also believe
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that the'927 earQ~ke occurred in the Lmpoc rather than the Hosgri Fault.

(Tr.; 5319, 5483, 5484). The Fugro Report, done for the USGS in late,1978

(PG&E Ex. 45), concludes that the evidence does not favor speculations that the

1927 Point Arguello earthquake occurred on the Hosgri Fault.

Joint Intervenors'itness Silver testified that in his opinion the

Hosgri-San Gregorio Fault ~tern was a contixruous fault zone extending at least

400 kilcaeters fmn near Bolinas to south of Point Sal. Using a formula developed

by Dr. Smith and filed as part of the FSAR, Silver canputed a possible madaam

earthquake cn the Hosgri Fault of mayd.tude 8.25, a much higher number than that

produced by Dr. Smith. 2d.s arose from the use of higher input nuahers in the

formula, namely the 400 kilcn ter fault 1agth, a rate of slip of 1.6 centi-

meters per year and a time span of only 1000 years. The witness emphasized that

the result was a mmdmum, an "outer expected magnitude". (Tr. '6203-,6224, 6434,

6435, J.I. Ex. 49). Usiag a different method and again assuming the fault

broke over its entire length of 400 kilometers, he calculated a machaxn earth-

qu8ce of m:qpitude 8. (J.X. Ex.,49; Tr. 6203-6224) . On cross-mmrtination,

Dr. Silver acknowledged that a recent gravity map introduced soaa uncertainties

in his theory of large offset along the San Gregorio Fault at a point suggested

by Silver and constituting one of the seven matching points relied upon by

Graham. (Tr. 6250-6259) . In addition, substantial errors in plotting offshore

data collected by Silver were uncovered. (Tr. 6264-6297) . Further, Dr. Silver

admitted that he was not mare of argr au~ka fault zcne that had ever

ruptured over its entire length during a single event, and that "generally"
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this does not occur. (Tr; 6354, 6442, 6453). A later USGS witness agreed.

(Tr. 8335). Ãe. Hamilton prevtausly testified that it wauld be conservative

to assune that ane-half of the total length of a fault willexperience rupture

duriz~ an earthquake. (Tr. 4877). With regard to using Dr. Raith's formula,

Dr. Silver conceded that several of the mahers he (Silver) used were arbitrary,

that the amount of slip he used was based an interpretive measureets taken at

ane location on the San Gregorio Fault and was not necessarily appH.cable to the

Hosgri Fault, a1though he appU.ed the rate to his &iL1 assuned length of the

fault, that a later study of the saae area on the San Gregorio Fault showed no

slip at a11 over a 16-year period, and that he did not Rnm whether in his

formula Dr. Saith used fault zones or faults. Finally, Dr. Silver was unable to

state within a reasonable degree of geologic certainty that an earthquake as

large as a 6.5 magnitude had, or would ever occur on the Hosgri Fault. (Tr. 6333,

6344, 6437-6442, 6447-6453) . Earlier, Dr. Smith testified why he famd his

fora+la too conservative and thus avoided using it far his testinany. (Tr. 5776,

5777, 5781-5783) .

Dr. Mihailo Trifunac, called by Joint Intervenors as a witness, did

not believe a 7.5 magnitude earthquake would be appropriate for the Hosgri. 'e
believed a 6.5 magnitude would be mare appropriate. (Tr. 8971) .

At the conclusion of his testimony, the Board asked Dr. Smith and the

other panel meahers how the Board could be confident that another HosgrL-type

fault was not lurking offshore. (Tr. 6030) . Dr. Smith replied that there

certainly are other offshore faults in the area but that nme could be of such
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sigpificance as to affect the conclusions concezniag the safety of the Diablo

plant. This follows fran the fact that the original design parameters estab-

lished in 1967 were so conservative that the Hosgri or any simi1ar type structure

would not be large enou@ to take the Diablo plarrt beyond the envelope of the

limits proposed in those days. It was also pointed out that the rocks in .

California are of a type that can, only store up so much mzxgy and thus there

is an upper limit on the anount of earthquake energy which can be released.

Also, the treaendous anaunt of offshore data which has been gathered has given

a vastly in@roved general understanding of the structures and location of

offshore faults, at least as far as the distance onshore to the San Andreas.

In other words, there is no unexplored regim in the offshore area of interest,

and the information avai.lable precludes the existence of any fault that could

,be as large as the Hosgri or as influential in the plant: design,. (Tr. 6026,

6030-6033) .

Two representatives from the USGS, Messrs. James Devine and Francis

McKeown, appeared on behalf of the Staff. They testified in support of the

report they wrote which was filed as Appendix C of Supplement 4 to the SER.

A~ng other thixgs the report concludes that an earthquake similar to the 1927

Impoc earthquake could occur anywhere along the Hosgri Fault, that the Hosgri,

San Sinacn, and San Gregorio Fault:s are subsidiary faults within the San Andreas

system, that such faults have not been deaonstrated to be capable of magnitude

8+ earthquake, and USGS Circular 672 should be used to form the basis of a

description of an earthquake postulated to have the potential for occun~g m
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the Hosgri. Fault. (Apped~ C; SER Supp. 4, pp. C-15, C-16) . Although the

letter trarmmittiag the report is dated April 29, 1976, the witnesses testified
I

that the report reflected their present opinion, and if they were issuiag the

report today the content would be essentially the same. (Tr. 8194) . They also

testified that there was no disagreement between various members of the USGS

as to the conclusions in the report.- (Tr. beginning at 8218). Tn response to

Board questions, they testified that they would not expect an emthqIuake on

cue of the faults of the Hosgri-San Simeon-San Gregorio Fault system to cause

an earthquake to occur on one of the other faults in the system. (Tr. 8334-8335),

and they expressed agreement with the earlier testimony of Kr. Hamiltcn and

others, and the Board agrees, that it is inconceivab1e that a fault anre

signiiH.cant to the plant site than the Hosgri lies. offshore waiting to be

discovered. (Tr. 8337, 8338) .

Dr. Stepp, one of the Staff witnessses on this contention, testified

that the 1927 earthquake could have occurred on the Hosgri but that-, on ba1ance,

it probably was associated with the Transverse Ranges structures and that, in

any event, it was very conservative to assume a 7.5 magnitude earthquake m the

Hosgri Fault (Testimcny at 12, 31, 32). The other Staff witness on this

contention, Renner B. Hofmann, concluded that the 1927 Lompoc .earthquake did

not occur on the Hosgri Fault. (Tr. 8533-8535), and that the assignment of a 7.5

mq~tude earthquake to the Hosgri Fault was extremely or ultra-conservative

(SoGnann Testimony on Contenticn 2 follawing Tr. 8522 at 1-5; Tr. 8539).
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Accordingly, the Board concludes that a 7.5 magnitude earthquake is
a vexy ccnservative value for the safe shutdown earthciuake. We also find that

the requirement imposed by the Staff that a 7.5 magnitude earthquake be used by

the Applicant in its seismic analysis is reasonable and meets regulatory

requirements.

C. Peak Tnstxenental and Effective Acceleratim

QOHZENTIOH 3

A'.75g acceleration assigned to the safe shutdown
earthquake is not an appropriate value for the mazi-
mxa vibratory acceleration that could occur at the site.

The central controversy with respect to this contention is whether

the acceleration value for anchoring or scaLing response spectra should be 0;75g

or 1.15g. The 0.75g value is the anchor point used by Applicant (Btume Testimony

following Tr. 6100). and by Staff (Neck Testiaony following Tr. 8552) for

scaling response spectra whILch represented the expected ground motion at the

Diablo Canycn site fran a hypothetical 7.5 magnitude earthquake on the HosgrL

Fault:. The 1.15g value is the peak acceleration given in Table 2, for magnitude

7.5, of U.S. Geological Suxvey Circular 672 (Intervenor's Ex. 45) . Intervarmr's

witness, Dr. J. E. Luco, took the position that reduction fxon a peak instxunent

acceleration of 1.15g to an effective acceleration of 0.75g was not warranted

(Tr. 8877-80, 8971-72, 9137). Intervenor's witness Dr. M. D. Trifunac, stated that

he was satisfied with the use of 0.75g as proposed by Dr. NemmBc because he believes

that a postulated earthquake of 6.5M would be reasonable for the Hosgri analysis.
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(T'r. 8971, 8985, 9230). Intervenor's witness Dr. Brune testified that due to

pl I f 118 b, dd p

bilityof such seismic phenomena as focusiag, actual peak acceleratian could be

twice as high as indicated in USGS Circular 672. (Tr. 7963, 8056-8058). The

basic question then is whether or not ebe effective acceleration of 0.75g used

by Applicant,and Staff for developing ground response spectra is appropriate to

represent the safe shutdown earthquake.

Dr. John A. Bluae (follawing Tr. 6100) provided written testimony

concerning basic seismic texmixmlagy, the procedures involved in calculating

response spectra, and the cd.teria used to evaluate'he Diablo Canyon plane for the

postulated 7.5 inagnitude earthquake. The basic inputs for calculating a response

spectrum are a ccaplete time, history of the ground aatian produced by a seismic

disturbance and a series of simple, elastic, oscillators having the sane damping

bue different natural periods of vibratian. Each oscillator i,s subjected to

the tine history of motion and its maxbmxn response is calculated. The resulting

graph of amcimun acceleratian (in gravity units) versus vibratory period (in

'seconds) is the acceleration response spectrum for the particular time history

and the pm~cular series of damped oscillators considered in the analysis.

'Qm peak instnraant acceleration is the highest acceleration indicated by the

tine history of a@cion while the effective acceleration is the sane as the

spectral response at zero period or infinite frequency. At frequencies above

20 hertz effective acceleration is essentially constant and is also referred

to as zero period. acceleration or ancborpoint acceleration. This distinction
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between peak instrument acceleration and effective acceleration was not chaIlenged

by any of the parties.

At page 2 (following Tr. 6100) Dr. Blume states that:

"2m effective acceleraticn used as the basis
for the evaluation of the Diablo Canyon plant
for the hypothetical 7.5M earthquake on the
Hosgri Fault is 0.75g. However, the peak
instrumental acceleration fran which that value
was derived is 1.15g".

Dr. Blume pointed out that the postulated 7.5M earthquake m the Hosgri Fault

wm in accord with the USGS recoaaeadation, which he considered to be quite

conservative for a variety of reasons detailed in his testiaeny.

It was staff witness and consultant, Dr. Nathan M. Newmark (written

testimoay following Tr. 8552) who proposed that the peak instrummtal acceleration

of..l.l5g cited in USGS Circular 672 for a 7.5M earthquake be assigned an effec-
'ive

acceleration of 0.75g for the purpose of developing ground response spectra.

Dr. Nemazk's basis for this pmposal is described in Reference "A" of his

written testimony. In brief, he uses the time history records of the Pacoima

Dam eart~ake of February 9, 1971, which show a peak instrumental acceleration

of 1.2g, to calcu1ate a gmmd response spectrum. Then, using an anchorpoint

or effective acceleration of 0.75g and following procedures very much the sana

as described in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, "Design. Response Spectra for Seismic

Design of Nuclear Power Plants", he constructed design spectra for various

damping values (Figure la of Reference A following Tr. 8552) . The design

spectzun for 2 percent damping generally encloses, by a substantial

margin on the whole, the Pacoima Dam response spectnxn. Dr. Newmark concludes



(at p. 3 of Reference A) that:

'"Tbis is the most direct indication that the
'effective'eak acceleration for the Pacoima
Dam record is not: in fact the measured value
of l.2g, but actually does not exceed 0. 75g.
Therefore this is taken as the effective peak
acceleration for design.",

Dr. Luco, an ACRS consultant subpoenaed by Intervenor, took the

position that if one uses a design basis earthquake of 7.5H as recoamended by

USGS, one should also use 1.15g, i.e., the corresponding instxmental accele-

ration value in Table 2 of USGS Circular 672, as the ancMrpoint or effective

acceleration for development of ground response spectra. 'Ibis positicn is

contradicted by the testinany of Drs. Blume and Newmark, 'su~a, and by the
t

USGS report of April 1976 (SER Supp. 4, Appendix C) which has the follarlng

to say with respect to the values in USGS Circular 672:

"7. We repeat our opinion that, for sites within
10 km of the surface expression of a fault, the
description of mazinum earthquake grcnnd motion
by mans of a single acceleration value may not be
an appropriate representation.

Consequently, we feel that an appropriate earthquake
for this site should be described in terms of near-
fault horizontal ground anticn. A technique for such
a description is presented in the Geological Survey
Circular 672 entitled 'Ground M'otion Values for Use
in the Seismic Design of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System'Ref. 4). It is our intention that the
ground nation values as exemplified by Table 2 'Near-
fault horizontal gromd antion'f Ref. (4) for
magnitude 7.5 be used to form the basis of a descrip-
tion of the earthquake postulated to have the potential
for occurL~ on the Hosgri Fault at a point nearest
to the Diablo Canyon site subject to the conditions
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platM m these values in Ref. 4. The 'ake
so described should be used in the va on o
an ective erat~ or in t
mto e s to smstm.c si
~Btl81 is.

Dr. Luco further based his opinim cmcerning the selectian of 1.15g

to dmracterize the peak acceleration associated with the postulated 7.5N

eazd~ake m the Hosgri Fault within 10 Mh of the Diablo Canyon site on cal-

culations made by himself using correlations developed by Dr. Trifunac.

Dr. Trihnac, on the other hand, testified that he would have preferred to

postulate a 6.&f ~Mquake on the H'osgri Fault (Tr. 8971); and that given

such a postulate, he would expect a peak acceleratim in„ the vicinity of 0.7

to 0.8g.

Dr. Blume made it clear that he believes that the 7.5M and 0.75g

effective acceleration values postulated for the safe shutdown earthquake for

the Diablo Canyon plant are too consexvative, and that a 6.5M and 0.5g effective

acceleration would have been adequate for the seismic re-evaluation (pp. 15-18

following Tr. 6100). 'Jhe general opinion that the postulated earthquake

paraaeters, a 7.5H eax~~ake m the Hosgri Fault and an effective acceleration

of 0.75g at the Diablo Canyon site, are indeed conservative was supported by

Dr. Seed (Tr. 10,102-10,108), Dr. Frazier (Tr. 10,113-10,117), Dr. Bolt

(Tr. 5876-5880), Dr. Stepp (p. 12 following Tr. 8484) and 8r. Hofmann (Tr. 8539,

8540) .
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Dr. Seed's testimony (Tr. 10,192 et seq.) was based an the limited

data presently available for peak accelerations measured at distances less

than 10 hn fran earthquake epi.centers. A plot of peak near field accelerat:ion

versus earthquake magnitude shows that for earthquakes of 6.25N and above the

peak near field acceleratian is essentially constant (Applicant's Rhibits 61,

62, and 63) and has a mean value (Tr. 10,016) of about 0.6g. Fram this analysis

and other considerations, Dr. Seed concludes (Tr. 10,108) that there is no need

to introduce the concept of effective acceleration in this case, and that:

"The actual mean acceleratica associated with the
magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri fault is
less than 0.75g, and this is the value used to
anchor the spectrum in accordance with customaxy
HRC procedures."

The clear izrplication of Dr. Seed's testiztarry is that using 0.75g is a con-

servative anchorpoint for the design response spectrum even when the distinction

between peak instrumental and effective acceleratian is disregarded.

Dr. Blume also discussed the probabilistic aspects of peak ground

acceleration. Based upan a rnmber af studies. and analyses, Dr. Blue concluded

that if a 7.5 mayo.tude earthquake is considered possible on the Hosgri Fault,

a 1.15g instmamtal accelerate would have an average return period of about

100,000 years. The effective acceleraticn —.75g—associated with the 1.15g

insa~ental acceleraticn has the sana average return period—roughly 100,000

years (pp. 33-37 following Tr. 6100).
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Intervenor's priory witness on this point was Dr. James N. Brune.

Basically, his testinuny was that, because the data base is so small, uncer-

tainties exist, and accelerations and velocities could be a factor of two greater

than those postulated in USGS Circular 672 (Tr. 7963). These greater accelera-

tians could arise fran such phenanena as focusing (directivity) (Tr. 7936,

7937) or hi@ stress drops (J.I. Ez. 66, pp. 3-2, 3-3; Tr. 7938, 7939). Focusing
't

is not a new phencaenon (Tr. 7953, 7956, 7957). Dr. Brune cautioned that

these higher nunhers are based on extrapolations of very limited data and thus

of low cadence (J.I. Ez. 66, pp. 3-9), and he presented specific arguments

which might be cited against the possibility of these higher numbers (J.I. Ex. 66,

pp. 3-16 - 3-18). He concluded, however, that because of the limited data base

the higher values were at least theoretically possible (Tr. 8056-8058) . The

witness could not assign a level of.probability to his higher values (Tr; 8143).

except to describe them as being "low" for any given earthquake (Tr. 8144) .

There was also testimony that only two such higher values had ever been recorded—

one fran the Russian Gazli earthquake, for which a vertical acceleration of 1.3g

was recorded (Testimony at 3-4), and one from the Pacoima Dam record (1.2g),

(Tr. 5846, 7977). It was also developed that in every case there was more than

one possible explanation for the points raised in his testimony (Tr. 8059-8080).

Considering all of the evidence, the Board is of the opinion that the speculated

higher values postulated by Dr. Brune are not of design or analytical significance

for the Diablo Canyon Plant.
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Based on the record, as reviewed, supra, the Board concludes that the.

0.75g acceleration assigned to the safe shutdown earthquake is an appropriately

conservative value for the maxinam vibratory ground acceleration that could occur

at the Diablo Canyon site and thus an appropriate anchorpoint (or medus ground

acceleration as defined by NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60) for, design, response spectra.

D. at Basis

Co~mrmt 4

The madam vibratory acceleration of .2g for
the operating basis earthquake is not one-half
of the mmdaaxn vibratory acceleration of the
safe shutdown earthquake.

Appendix A, Section V, paragraph (a)(2) of 10 CFR 100 specifies that

the amchun vibratory ground acceleration of the Operating Basis Earthquake

(OBE) shall be at least one-ha1f the maxumm vibratory ground acceleration of

the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). Appendix A also says, in relevant part,

that the OBE is "... that eart9zpake which ... would reasonably be expected to

affect the plant site during the operating life of this plant ..." (Section III,
paragraph (d)), and Section II states that departures fran this criteria

specified in Appendix A are permitted with proper justification.

Diablo Canyon was originally designed to a "Double Design Earthquake"

(now the SSE) with a maximum vibratory acceleration of 0.4g and a concomitant

"Design Earthquake" (now the OBE) with a 0.2g acceleration. Following the
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discovery and subsequent irarestigation of the Hosgri Fault, the. Applicant was

required to audify the plant, where necessary, to withstand an SSE with a

madmm vibratory acceleration of 0.7Sg. The OHE, however, was maintained at

an acceleration of 0.2g mt3mr than the 0.37Sg which the bare words of Section V,

paragraph (a) (2) of Appendix, A would lead us to. The Applicant maintains, and

the Staff agrees, that setting the OHE acceleratim, at 0.2g satisfies the
overall'equirements

of Appendix A. (Hoch Testimny, pp. 18-21, following Tr. 6879;

Tr. 8423-8426, 8471, 8472).

'Ihe Board has revtewed Appendix A and the Statement of Considerations

which accaapanied the September 1, 1978 revision. Tn the discussion in the

Statement of Considerations of changes to Section V, "Seismic and Geologic

Design, Bases" we find the following:

Paragraph (a) (2) of Section V has been changed
to require the Applicant to specify the Operating
Basis Earthquake. A requirement which reflects
the seismic design bases for plants recently
evaluated for constructicxi permits that the
maziaUm vibratory ground acceleration of the
Operating Basis Earthquake shall be at least cne-
half the mac'umm vibratory ground acceleration
of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake has been added.

The language of this clariipimg statement together with the total

text of Appendix A leads the Board to believe that the OHE requirement was

intended to apply to the original design basis at the construction permit stage,

and is not necessarily applicable to the instant case. Further, the arbitrary

'nature of the quantitative requireaant, based as it is upon "... the seismic

design, bases for plants recently evaluated ..." appeals to us as aare of a



guideline for prudent design rather than an iron-clad necessity for Regulatory

approval. ~ Board, of course, has no intention of ignoring the requinzaent,

but does helicon. that these. considerations offer a Qxm foundation for relief,
in the instant case, under the provisions of Section II, "Scope" of the Apperdix.

The NRC has accepted an OBE for other plants of less than one-half

the SSE (Tr. 7843-7845) on the basis of a probabilistic analysis estimating the

ezceedance probability and return period for such an earthquake. (Hoch Testinxmy

fo11cwiag Tr. 6879 at 9-12). 'Ihe principle is that an OBE is one AChh would

reasonably be expected to affect the plant site during the operating U.fe of

the plant. The*Staff has stated that it considers that an earthquake that

exhibits an exceedance probability of no aore than 30%%u and a return period of no

less than approximately 110 years could reasonably be expected to affect a plant

site and produces a conservative acceleratian level for the OBE. PG&E conducted

its own analyses, taking into accost the various factors specified in Appendix

A to 10 CFR 100, which produced a range of exceedance probabilities and average

return periods. For a peak instxua~tal acceleration at the site of 0.20g, the

lowest average return period canputed by any of the methods used in the analysis

is 275 yearn, and the corresponding exceedance probability for a 40-year plant

lifetime is apprcadmately 14.5%%u. Since the return period is narc than twice

the 110 year period specified by the Staff and the exceedance probability is

less than cue-half that specified by the Staff, an OBE of 0.2g is acceptable

and it has, .in fact, been accepted by the Staff. (Testimony following Tr. 6879

at 9-12; SER Supp. 7, pp. 2-4, 2-5; Tr. 6909, 6910).
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The MK pro)ect manager for the Diablo Canyon Plant affirmed that

the proposed OHE conforms to the requireamts of Appendix A to 10 CFR 100.

(Tr. 8423-8426, 8471, 8472). Staff witness Dr. Nemnark stated that in his

opizmzs, and that of many engineers, the proper value for an OBE is from one-

fomM to cne-third of the SSE. (Newmark Testimony at 6) . Moreover, in testing

pLant electrical equipaent for the Hosgri event, an OHE equal to or greater than

5(E of the SSE was used. (Tr. 7845, 7846). It should also be noted that the

safety of plant systans and caayonants is measured against codes ~ch exceed

the Lmrer OHE value. Hence, the safety of the plant is not controlled by the

OHE, but by the various codes. (Tr. 8707-8709).

Testimony on the OHE was offered cn behalf of Joint Intervenors by

Richard B. Hubbard. (J.I. Ex. 65) . After extensive mmrination on voir dire

the bulk of his testimony was stricken as being beyond the technical. expertise

of the witness. (Tr. 7708-7800, 7832-7838, 7861-7869) . No evidence was pre-

sented demnstrating that the use of 0.2g for the OBE would result in any undue

risk to the public health and safety. Tn fact, the Board concludes that setting

the OHE at 0.2g, rather than a higher Level, willrequire PG&E to shut the

plant down for inspection at a lower acceleration than otherwise, thereby adding

a further safety feature.

Accordingly, the Board finds that use of an operating basis earthquake

of 0.2g is reasonable for the Diablo Canyon facility.
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E. Res se S ectra and Seismic Desi

The Applicant has failed to deaxnstrate, through
the use of either appropriate dynamic analysis or
qualification tests (or equivalent static load
nethod where appropriate), that Category I structures,
systems, and canponents willperform as required
during the seismic load of the safe shutdown earth-
quake, including aftershocks and applicable concurrent
functional and accident-induced loads, and that
Category I structures, systems and caIponents wi11 be
adequate to assure:

A. The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary;

B. The capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition; or

C. The capabiH.ty to prevent or mitigate the con-
sequences of accidents which could result in
excessive off site exposure.

CONIZNI.'ION 6

The Applicant has failed to denanstrate, through
the use of either appropriate dynamic analyses or
qualification tests (or equivalent static load
methods where appropriate), that all structures,
systems and conponents of the nuclear power plant
necessary for continued operation without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public willranain
functional and within applicable stress and deforma-
tion limits when subjected to the effects of the
vibratory motion of the operating basis earthquake
in ccmbination with normal operating loads.
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CChVQM.'ION 7

The Applicant has failed to deaanstrate adequately
that necessary safety functicns are maintained during
the safe shutdown earthquake where, in safety-related
structures, systems and ccmponents, the design for
strain limits is in excess of the yield strain.

Using .75g acceleration as the value against which to design for the

safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), the Applicant and Staff testified that adequate

testing and analysis has been perforaed to demonstrate that Category I structures,

systems and caqxnents would perform as required during the seismic load of the

SSE and willdmin functional and within the applicable stress and deformation
7/

limits.

Given an acceleration of .75g, response spectra can be developed for

analysis of the stnmtures, components and equipmen.t. PG&E through Dr. Blune,

md the Staff, through Dr. Hmznark, devised such spectra. The use and under-

standing of the term response spectrum (plural "spectra") was given by Dr. Blume

in his testimony as follows: (Blume Testizmy at 5-8, Tr. 6100) .

The response spectrum is an extremely important ccncept in the analysis

and design of nuclear parer plants for earthquake motion. If a complete time

history of motion is used as the disturbance input, it is possible to calculate

the maxima response of a simple one-degree-of-freedom elastic, damped oscillator

when subjected to the entire time history of aoticn. Such a simple oscillator

might be represented by a single rigid mass on a vertical stick having stiffness

Knight Testimony at 19-54. 'Testing and analysis is. discussed in ezcrutiating
detail and washpot challenged by Intervenor.
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but no weight, or a "lollipop" shape. We results of such a calculation would

produce'.only one point for a response spectrum curve and that point would be for

the natural period of vibration of this particular oscillator with its particular

damping ratio. If a whole series of oscillators of the same damping are sub-

jected one at a time'to the saae ground aution record, and if each oscillator

has a different natural period, there would be a whole series of points for a

plot of maxim'cceleration versus period. Connecting these points would provide

a "response spectzun" for the particular ground motion record and for the par-

ticular daaping of the oscillator. If the sane procedure were repeated usiug

oscillators with other damping values, a whole family of spectral curves would

be obtained for the particular strong antim record. Of course these cad:ensive

calculations are done in computers.

lest acceleration respcnse spectra made from an earthquake record are

rather ragged with many peaks and valleys. It is customary to obtain saeoth

curves for use in analysis and design in order to avoid the problems associated

with these peaks and valleys and to avoid sensitivity in response caused by

minor variations in natural period. There. are various ways '.this "soothing"

can be dcne. One simple way is to draw the snooth curve through the jagged
me'ither

by averaging the peaks and valleys or, as is more often done, to almost

envelope the peaks. A better way is to not rely upon one ground motion time

history but to use several appropriate records representing as near as possible

the conditions under consideration; This results in a whole series of response

spectra for each daaping value which series can then be treated statistically
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by various methods to obtain an average curve for all the records used as well

as other curves representing any statistical deviation from the average that

may be desired. This procedure has the advanta'ge of not only providing a

broader base of information but of providing probabilistic distributions at any

period value or statistical confidence level of interest.

Response spectra can also be constructed artificially, or they can be

obtained fran standards like NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60, or fran ratios of

spectral values to either ground acceleration, velocity or displacement, depending

upon the period or'requency under consideratim. It so haopens that effective

acceleration used to construct spectral curves is the sam as spectral response

at any damping value at zero period or infinite frequency. Effective accelera-

tion is therefore sanetimes referred to as zero period acceleration or anchorpoint

acceleration.

It is often convenient in analysis to use a time histoxy instead of a

response spectrum. Hmrever, as discussed previously, time histories produce

spectra with peaks and valleys. To overcome this problem a time history is

selected to best represent the conditicns of the problem and it is then arti-

fically altered, usually with additions of pulses of proper sizes and at

strategic locations in the time dooain to cause the spectrum made from the

aadified time history to closely match the prescribed spectral diagram. This

work has to be carefully done and, of course, with cazputer aid.
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Dr. Blume reviewed how he developed his basic respcnse spectra, based

upon the 0.75g anchor value and using the damping values conforming to NRC

Regulatory guide 1. 61. (Blume Testimony at 39-47) . Developnant of response

spectra was also undertaken independently by Dr. Newmark, (Newark Testinrjny,

Reference "A" at 2) and both spectra were used in the analysis with the narc

conservative in any particalar instance governiag. Thus, two cceplete analyses

had to be made. (Blanc Testimony at 38-41). Dr. Blum canpared the two peak

ground acceleration values (his and Dr. Newmaxk's) shing that they were

consistent. (Bluze Testimony at 42-43) .

Tn additicn to being critical of anchoring the initial response spectnm

to .75g, Drs.- Luco and TL~nac were critical of further reducing, in soae

instances, response spectra due to factors such as tau and 7%%u rather than 5K

damping. (Tr. 8895, 8972, 9823-926, 8971-972) . However, no testinany critical

of the procedures of developing the basic response spectrum by either Drs. Blume

or Necmck was given. As respects tau and damping, there was a great deal of

test3JKRly.

"Tau'as defined as a simplification of a very complex wave motion-

structure action problem. The tau effect is ascribed to-the fact that all points

on the foundation of a buildiag do not respond in phase. As a result, the notion

of the foundation is reduced which, in turn, leads to a reduction in the antion

of the building. (Tr. 9333). It can be looked upon as an "engineering

equivalent" such as is traditionally used for various loadings and conditions

as, for example, wind forces, rail and truck loadings on bridges, live 'loads
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on building floors, cunent forces m wharves and docks, etc. There is ample

& ,ll p f e~ i&la gf
Tan is a manifestation of this. The larger the foundaticn and the shorter the

traveling wave length, the aare effective is the so-called tau reduction. The

values of tm detexonned by Dr. Newark and Dr, Bluae varied slightly due to

different approaches as did the zero-period accelerations associated with the

tan;factor for each structure. However, whichever was aaxe conservative contxolled-

for the analysis. (Bluae Testimony at 42-43).

"Damping" is related to the energy change chringvibration and it varies

for different mat~s and structures. Energy is never lost but it changes form.

The kinetic energy of mot:ion of a vibrating body or system is reduced by energy

cmverted to heat through friction and the internal stressing or materials, and by

other nuns. The rate or degree of this loss is called damping. If there were

no damping at all, an oscillating systen would never stop. In earthquake analysis

viscous damping is generally assuaed, and it is given as a ratio to or percen-

tage of critical daaping which is that damping value which would prevent

oscillation altogether. (Blume Testimony, 3-4. See also Newmark rebuttal at

Tr. 9298-9300) . Damping values were reconsidered by the HBC,in the pexiod

between the original design. of Diablo Canyon and the discovery of the Hosgri.

Rhile 5%%u damping was actually used in the original design of structures, Regu-

latory Guide 1.61 permitted the use of 7%%u at the time of the Hosgri analysis,

and that figure was used. (Bluae Testimony 14-15).
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Dr. Luco alleged that Applicant's soil structure interaction analysis

(J.I. Ex. 58) shred that there was no tau effect at Diablo. (Tr. 8923-926).

Applicant- stated that its study showed nothing about tau at all as it was not

desigped to shaw tau eEfects (or the lack thereof). (Tr. 10,151) ..While various

experts'ethods of applying tau may be different, (Tr. 6807) tau effects result

primarily frcxn.the fact that the wave moticns are not all perfectly vertical as

they approach a foundation slab and they are also due to ncxihoaogeneity of the

soil or rock formations on which the foundation is constructed. (Tr. 10,151).

In rebuttal to Dx'. Luco, Dr. Seed showed how the tau effect far Diablo can be-

derived by waves arriving at less than perfectly vertical (PG&E Ex. 64,

Tr. 10,152-160) and by nonhomogeneity of the rock structure upon which the

foundation rests..gG&E's Ex. 65, Tr. 10,162-10, 166). Dr. Newmark's rebuttal

also pointed out the deQ.ciency in Dr. Luco's analysis on tau effect stating

that Dr. Luco i@properly assumed coherence of high frequency antions that affect

the reactar. (Tr. 9278) .

In conclusion, Dr. Seed testified that the tan reduction used by

Drs. Blue and hewmark was both justified and scientifically defensible.

(Tr. 10,167). Dr. Hmnark testiQ.ed that the variation in acceleration over

an area is the tan effect. It has to do with the ground which is inhomogenous

and scattering takes place. Mere would be differences in phasing, resulting

in differential values aver the area, no matter whether the wave approaches

frcm the bottom, fnxn the side, fzcm the middle or other direction. 'Ihe tau

effect is only a way of trying to accost for this in some systenatic and

reasonable fashion. (Newark Testimony, Reference B at 11-12 and Figs. 1-2) .
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The Board finds that'the reductions for tau for various response

spectra fran the .75g zem period of the basic response spectrum are justifiable

and adequately
conservative.'r.

Blume cKseussed the damping values prescribed in NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.61 (7%%u. for senetures) and the additional data developed because these

values had been questioned. Two facts were particularly important: elements

with friction between parts, such as bolted steel joints or concrete wi.th minor

cracks, have considerably greater dampiag at a given strain level than where

such friction is not possible, as for example in welded joints or in uncracked

concrete; damping increases with strain or deformation. Another consideration

is .that a structure not only receives energy from the aaving ground but returns

saae of it to the ground, which is often termed radiation daapiag. No credit

for this type of daaping was taken for the Diablo units. Another point is that

it is not necessary to develop high strain levels throughout an entire structure

to'evelop high damping levels; local high strain levels can be quite effective

in-absorbing the kinetic energy of sation, as shown by test results presented

by Dr. Blue. Based upon all of this, Dr. Blume concluded that 7%%u of critical

damping was ccnservative for the Diablo Canyon structures subjected to the

hypothetical Hosgri earthquake, and that the value could be as high as 8%%u to 10%%u

for the postulated HosgrL event. (Blume Testimony at 47-49).

Finally, Dr. Bluae stated that the response spectra and damping values

were appU.ed to each s'tructure as appropriate to obtain the auEts, shears,
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axial forces and stresses at variaus points in the structures. This was dane by

others and the results were provided in terms of the stresses obtained as

compared to the stresses allowable under HRC regulations. In a small unbar of

cases "over-stresses" were fomd and physical alteraticns are being made to the

structures involved so as to aaet all the criteria. In. addition "floor response

spectra" were developed to represent the amplified motion at upper levels where

piping or equipment is attached or anchared. (Bluae Testianny at 49-50).

. Dr. Newmark testified that the design. criteria for the Diablo Canyon

Reactor, based on the ori~~l concept for design and the retrofit proposed,

when reviewed in the way that it was reviewed, and looked at by a number of

people an the staff and in various consulting firms employed to make the review,

results in a design which is a@re adequate than that of mast of the other reactors

that have not undergone this intensive audit. He testiQ.ed that major conser-

vative assumptions were made and that the state-of-the-art of nuclear reactar

design as reflected in current practices gives an adequately conservative

design. (Newmark Testiaany, Reference B, p. 17) .

Dr. Newmark rebutted Drs. Luco and Trifunac, stating that what the

knowledgeable design engineer seeks in designing structures for dynamic loads

is adequate strerqgh ccahined with ductility and energy absorbing capacity

rather than excessive strength and its conccmitant brittleness. Dr. Newark

took into account all of the written and orally expressed opinions of Drs. Luco

and Tr~~ and did not have any reservations abaut the adapmcy of the seismic

design for the Diablo Canyon nuclear pawer plant. (Tr. 9304-05) .-



Dr. Newark would have no hesitancy today in recomaendiag that the Diablo Canyon

Plant be built at the site where it is located. (Tr. 9308).
'Ct

Fixmlly, Dr. R~nac, called by Intervenors, testified that the

structures within the conplex of the plant (Diablo Canyon) are reasonably designed

to withstand a reascnable eart~ake on the Hosgri Fault; reasonable earthquake

being a spectrum of possible events which are physically capable of happening

there. (Tr. 9198-199) .

'3'oard concludes that the response spectra used by the Hosgri

seismic evatuation were appropriate and conservative. The use of these spectra

in the reevaluation of the plant for the postulated Hosgri event reasonably

assures the preservation of the health and safety of the public.

'Ihe seismic input, once defined, is used in a mathem'atical process to

determine how the set~~e would vibrate in response to the seismic shaking.

Tn order to perform this operation, the structures are characterized in a

mathemcical aade1 by means of the mass of the major parts (floors, walls, domes,

'tc:)and the stiffness of the connections between these parts. The stiffness

is usually characterized as a spriag, and we therefore camenly speak of a

spring-mass model. (Kn~t Testimony at 2) .

'throu@ the use of proven and caman principles of appli.ed rtechanics

and mathematics, the response of each of the major portions of the structure,

as we11 as the respcase of the structure at the mounting location of safety-

related systems and ampcnents, can be defined for design. purposes. (Ibid.)
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Throughout this process, the characterization of very complex sexmtures

by fundamental characteristics, such as mass and stiffness, requires idealization

of the various structural parts. Because of this, a principal part of the erqp.-

neering practices involved i.s the use of techniques which yield a conservative

estimation of the various physical quantities being represented. In the analytical

process these physical quantities interact in coaplex ways. In order to achieve

overall conservatism, it is standard engineerirg practice to establish a conser-

vative quantity at each stage in the analytical process. The results obtained

are therefore recognized as very conservative, but prudent, until such tea as

a mare coaplete understanding of the interaction between the various quantities

is obtained. (Knight Testimcny at 3) .

'3he design of the various structural parts is then based upon the

results of the des'nalyses. There is a camun misconception that the design

of the structural eleEts is such that the capacity of those elements just meets

the requireEts called for by the analyses. In fact, much of the structural

design. is controlled by the size of standard structural meahers such as

reinforcing rods and beams, and construction requiraxnts such as access to

make large concrete pours. In additicn, engineering codes specify "code minizaxn

strength" for materials. These code mizUmum strengths are in turn specified by

the applicant when the materials are ordered; any material found to be ader

that strength is rejected. The result is that the material supplier, in order

to assure that he stands no risk of having costly material returned, provides

material of considerably higher strength. These higher strengths are borne out
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by the mill test reports for steel and concrete cylinder tests. 'Ihere is

normally no autivation to go back and assess the true strength of various

structures, systems and canponents, because of the costs of reanalysis and time

'ost swamps any reduction in size or equipnent capabilities that may be gained.

En the design of structures and equipment, it is convenient in typical

engineering analyses to assure that all elenents of the structure or equipment

remain elastic or nearly so, i.e., stresses below the yield point of the materLal

- so that any permanent deformation is very small. One of the principa3. reasons

for this is that the maintenance of elasticity negates the need for canplex

interaction analyses to determine margin to failure. From the standpoint of

function, major structures and coQIpments in nuclear plants,'s well as in other

coamercial applications, can tolerate much inelastic deformation and typically

loss of nunerous structural members. This deformatio'n and loss of structural

members can be sustained because of redundancy, i.e., are than one path avail-

able to carry loads and load sharing or redistribution, i;.e., the load formerly

carried by a failed member is redistributed to other menbers. (Knight Testimony

The end result of the conservatisms eaployed in the analyses follmied

by the conservatisms resulting from standard design practices is a structure

with a seismic capability well in excess of the established design goal. This

is the reason that the record is replete with cases where we11-engineered

structures, even those for which no specific seismic design. standard was invoked,
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have withstood major earthqMces while ranaining fully functional. (Ibid.)

The testimony above spoke of the nurerous canservatisms accruing as a result

of the use of standard structures, shapes, sizes and materials. A very analogous

phencmma occurs in the testing of the equipaent and carpcnents. In order to

assure fully representative testiag with respect to both direction and charac-

terization of vibratory ~, a given piece of equipment is subjected to a

large number of individual tests, any one of which often equals or exceeds the

most likely vibration to be seen by the equipaant in any actual eartht:~ke.

'Ihe raxrher of tests typically range fran 10 to 50 before a program for an

individual piece of equipment is completed. In this way the question of after-

shock or marginal performance'f prototype equipnt that may not be fully

characteristic of installed equiplt is adequately addressed. Clearly, the

history of vibratory loading established durir~ the test program exceeds even

the most pessimistic view of possible effects of aftershock loading. Any concern

that sane fatal flm that may hiz~ on a subtlety in fabrication or installatim

may not be discerned by a single shaking has to be put aside. In addition to

the number of tests employed, the magpitude of tests, once again, .due to the

practicalities of designing tests equipment to aeet myriad test requirements,

always exceeds that required (already conservatively defined by virtue of the

structural analyses) . (Knight Testimony at 5) .

The Hosgri seismic evaluation considered and has established the capa-

bility of all Diablo Canyon structures, .systems, and caaponents designated as

Design Class I, which corresponds directly to "Category I" as originally used
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in Safety Guide 29. Safety Guide 29 was subsequently reissued as Regulatory

Guide 1.29, which, in turn, was subsequently revised twice. 'the Diablo Canyon

classification system also meets the intent of the latest revi.sion of this

regulatory guide. In sane instances, since Diablo Canyon structures, systems,

and coaponents were assigned seismic design classification prior to the issuance

of deHnitive guidance by the Regulatory Staff, some systems and cazpments were

classified as Desigp. Class I which would not be required to be designated
M

Category I by current regulatory practice. Certain structures, such as the

turbine building, which were not designated as Design Class I but whose failure

could affect the functioning of Design. Class I structures, systens, and compo-

nents have been treated as Design Class I for the purposes of the Hosgri seismic

evaluation. Set forth in greater detail in witness Hoch's testimony are the

structures, systems, and canponents considered in the Hosgri seismic evaluation,

the criteria and methodology eaployed, the tests and analyses made and the

manner in which concurrent functional operational and accident-induced loads

were taken into account. (Hoch Testimony at 15-21).

Concerning Contention 7, for Diablo Canyon structures the acceptance

criteria employed in the Hosgri seismic evaluation allured stresses or strains

beyond yield only in very 1imi,ted situations and under conditions where such

yieldizg could not affect the performance of necessary safety functions. Only

in a very few locations in Diablo Canyon structures did the results of the

Hosgri seismic evaluation indicate stresses beyond the yield point of the

material. 'Ihese included the curtain wall of the intake structure, localized

~ end bents of the turbine building if a crane is parked at either end of the
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defozmations were evaluated to assure that all necessary safety functions are

maintained. (Hoch Testimony at 21, 22; Tr. 6917) .

For those components qualified by test for the postulated Hosgri event,
*

functianaEty ~. deounstrated chn~ the test as well as after the test ifsuch
/

functimaZdy was required in order for the ccmponent to perform its intended

safety Gnction. 'or equipment qualLified by analysis which aust nuva, open or

close, puap fluids, or otherwise perform an active safety function when subject

to seismic loadiags, special criteria were developed and applied to assure that

&Xormations as a result of seismic 1oadings would not prevent performance of

the active safety ~ction. (Tr. 6919-6921) . For certain Diablo Canyon

cazpcnents, such as piping systems, the acceptance criteria for stresses employed

in the Hosgri evaluation were in accordance with accepted industry codes and

standards. For loading caabinations associated with a Safe Shutdown Earthquake,

these acceptance criteria do, indeed, allow calculated stresses (or strains)

beyondthe yield point of the material. 'Ihese codes and standards, and the

- stresses allowed, are drawn fran extensive experience with the piping systems

and materials involved and are specifically formulated to assure that when

stresses calculated by code approved methods are at or below allowable, the

necessary integrity of the piping system willbe maintained. (Hoch Testinany

at 22, 23).

Qmrever the Hosgri, seismic evaluation showed that stresses or strains

beyond the yield point would be calculated for loacHng combinations related to
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the postulated Hosgri event, all necessary safety functions willbe maintained

and the plant complies with a11 app1i.cable NRC Rules ard Regulations, including

that portion of Section (VI)(a) (1) of Appen'dix A to 10 CFR Part 100 re1ated to

Intervenor's contentions. (Hoch Testimony at 23).

Evidence was presented to support the conclusion that the structures,

systems and cooponents willperform as required during the postulated earthquakes,

i.e., they wiII.remain functional and within applicable stress and deformation

lind.ts when subjected to the effects of the vibratory motion of the postulated

Hosgri event, including appropriate concurrent loads. The Design Class I
structures include the cmtainment structure, the auzi.liary building, and the

outdoor storage taoks. The Design Class II structures containing Design Class I
components include the turbine building and intake structure. (Ghio Testimny

following Tr. 6941 at 1-3, 8-10).

Witness Chio reviewed the procedures followed in establishing the

original seismic design of the plant using postulated earthquakes and criteria

approved by the Atomic Energy. Ccamission with the issuance of construction

permits for the units. Mr. Ghio then sumoarized the seismic evaluation of the

plant for the postulated 7.5M Hosgri earthquake and various intermediate

postulated earthquake and tbe criteria developed to effect this. Docunen-

tation for this evaluation was set forth in the Hosgri Report. Tn April 1976

the NRC Staff issued Supplement No. 5 to the SER, which included response

spectra independently derived by Dr. N. M. Newmark, the rationale for their

development as well as the parameters to be used in the foundation filtering
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calculations for each major structure. Supplement No. 5 prescribed that either

the spectra developed by Blume or Newark would be acceptable with the following

. enditions:

(i) In the case of the Newmazic spectra, no
reduction for nonlinear effects would be
taken except in certain specific areas on
an indivt.dual case basis;

(ii) In the case of the Blune spectra, a reduction
for nordinear behavior using a conservative
factor may be employed;

(iii) The results determined by use of the Blum
spectra would be adjusted so as not to fall
belch the results determined by use of the
Newmark spectra at any frequency. (Ghio
Testimony at 10-14) .

Hr. Ghio explained that. the basic approach used in the Hosgri evaluation

of structures adopted the saon analytical procedures and criteda which were

ezployed for the original seismic analysis, with the following specific changes:

1.. Use of the new 7.5N on Hosgri inputs.

2. Use of Regulatory Guide 1.61 damping.

3. Use of actual material properties (excluding
allowance for concrete gain in strength with age).

4. Allowance for ductility in certain cases.

5. Use of fixed base mathematical models.

6. Vertical response dynamic analysis or equivalent.

7. Use of accidental torsicn or equivalent in addition
to gecmetric torsion.

8. M'odifH.ed procedure for saxuthing floor spectra.
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9. Caubinaticn of horizontal and vertical respcnses
on 3-ccajponent square-root of the sun of the squares
basis (or equivalent) . (Ghio Testimcny at 14,
Tr. 6945; 6946.

'Ihe containzent s'tructure has been qualif.ed, with minor andiQ.cations

which have been implexented, for the postulated Hosgri earthquake. Likewise,

the auxiliary.buildiag, with amdt.cations to improve the seismic shear distri-

bution in the fue1 handling area, qualifies the structure for the H'osgri event.

'Ihe Design Class I outdoor water storage tanks r~ed significant andiQ.cations

to permit them to resist the Hosgri earthquake. Similarly, the tuxbine building

required substantial structural m)diQ.cations to resist the Hosgri event. 'Ihe

intake structure has been found capable of resisting the Hosgri eartkxpake

without sustaining any damage that would impair the functioning of the auxiliary

saltwater pumps. (Chio Testinnny at 3-8; Tr. 6943, 6944) . Subsequent panels

presented detailed information concerning the modifications of these various

structures: contaixumt (Ghio-Nalik Testirmny at -1-'8; Tr. 6994-7031, 7040-7125);

auxiliary building (Ghio-Malik Testhuny following Tr. 7130 at 1-6; Tr. 7131-

7174); turbine building (Ghio-Lang Testimony following Tr. 7181 at 1-6; Tr. 7182-

7219); intake structure (Ghio-Lang Testimony following Tr. 7224 at 1-4;

Tr. 7225-7269); outdoor water storage tanks (Ghio-Jhereri Testimony following .

Tr. 7285 at 1-4; Tr. 7287-7309, 7404-7419); and buxied tariks and pipirg systems

3'l '
. 7322 1-2; . 7325-73527.

Similar evidence was presented concerning the integrity of plant

mechanical and electrical systems in the event of a Hosgri earthquake to assure:



(i) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary

(ii) the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe conditim, and

(iii) the capability to prevent or mitigate. the
consequermes of accidents which could result
in. potential offsite exposures comparable to
the guideline exposures of 10 CPR 100.

The following general classes of ccaponents were included in the

Hosgri. requalification: reactor coolant system; auxiliary mechanical equipment;

piping systems other than the reactor coolant piping; and electrical equiprent.

'ihe process that was used for the requalification of the aural and electrical

equipEt for the Hosgri earthquake was broken down into seven basic steps:

1. Identification of systems requiring evaluation.

2. Definition of the functional requirements of the
equipramt within the required system.

3. Determiz~ion of the seismic input to the required
system.

4. Establishment of the criteria for evaluation.

5. Establishment of the methodology of the evaluation.

6. Perform the evaluation, determine the need for
mdification.

7. Make modifications where required.

Each of these steps in the requalification process willbe described in mare

detail belch. (Gormly Testimony followixg Tr. 7449 at 1-3; Tr. 7450, 7451).
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As discussed in Nr. Chio's testinnny, seismic respcnse spectra for all
relevant locations in those structures significant to the plant were developed

by URS/John A. Blum 6 Associates. Mesc spectra are contained. in Chapter 4 of

the Hosgri Report and provided in the: seismic input for the qualificatim of

the equipment of concern. To determizie the systems requiring evaluation, those

required for plant shutdown were identified first. Next, the systems and proce-

dures required to achieve and maintain hot shutdown and long-term cold shutdown

conditions after the postulated seismic event were evaluated. This evaluation

was consistent with Regulatory Guide 1:29 and was done assuming that:

1. only systems quali.fied for the event would be
available-

2. the single failure criterion would be satisfied;
P

3. off-site power may be lost for an extended period
of time.

A tabulation was then made of the equipment and coaponents comprising

those systems and the fUnctions that the equipment was required to perform.

This included a detenzination of whether coaponents were passive or were required

to mechanically function during or following the postulated seismic event..

Also, piping systems which were required to retain their structural
integri.ty'ere

identified. Equipamt not required for shutdown but which would be

categorized Category I by current regulations was further identified. Stress

criteria were developed for various compcnents. For coaponents which were

required to perform a mechanical fonction in addition to retairdmg their
4

structural integrity, additional criteria were developed. The appropriate
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criteria were established in conformity with the applicable industry codes and

standards as required by 10 CFR 50.55a. The criteria for nachanical equipaent

and piping were Mam primarily f'ran the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

and the criteria for electrical equipmmt were taken fran IEEE standards. After

the equipment and systems of concern were identified and specific criteria were

fixed for such equipment and systems, the specific evaluation coamenced. 'Ihe

evaluation was accarplished by either detailed seismic analyses, seismic testing

(shaking), or a'coahination of analyses and testing. The details of the analyses

or tests performed for this equipaent can be found in Chaoters 5 thxough 10 of

the Hosgri Report. The results of the analyses and/or tests were then compared

to the criteria developed for acceptability. For instance, the results of a

seismic analysis would define the stresses developed in the component fran the

postuLated seismic event. These. seismic stresses were then coabined with other

stresses which would be caused by normal operation or, where appropriate,

stresses that meed be caused by design basis events. 'Ihe total stress was then

canpared to the stress criteria. Where the stresses exceeded the stress cri-

teria, an'evaluation was made as to the actim required to satisQ the stress

critexia, such as equipment modification or replaceaent. (Gormly Testy at

2-5; Tr. 7452-7467).

In general, the major area where significant plant modifications were

required by the requalification was in the piping systems, As a result of

stress analyses, modifications have been made to at least 900 of the approzi-

mately 5,000 pipe supports, the remaizdng 4,100 not requiring modification.

(Tr. 7679). Ihese audifications range fran a minor stiffening of the support
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to complete replacenent. In no instance was it necessary to mo~ or replace

the piping itself. Tn addition to the piping system andifications, same mdi-

fications were required for appmzimately 50 percent of the above-mentioned

tanks and heat ~changers. These modifications were generally minor and ~
related to increasiag the support capacity. Other modifications were made in
various electrical c~enents in the plane. (Gormly Testimony at 6) . Detailed

evidence concerning the analyses and modifications, ifnecessary, of various

systems and components was offered covering plant systems (Gangloff Testimony

following Tr. 7471 at 1-8; Tr. 7472-7484); the reactor and reactor coolant

systen (Esse1man Testimmy following Tr. 7548 at 1-8; Tr. 7549-7586); auxiliary

mechanical equipment (Esselman-Antiochos Testimony following Tr. 7589 at 1-6;.

Tr. 7590-7657; other piping systems (Bacher-Esselman Testimony following

Tr. 7660 at 1-7; Tr. 7661-7679); and electric equipment and instrunentation
'

(Esselman and Young Testimony following Tr. 7686 at 1-8; Tr. 7687-7692).

Kth regard to the reactor and reactor coolant system, the analysis

deaanstrated the ability of the reactor and reactor coolant systen to withstand

the postulated Hosgri event coupled with a simultaneously occurriag postuLated

pipe break in the main reactor coolant piping. The NRC StaK required that

the stresses or loads resulting from the postulated seismic event be coahined

with the stresses or loads resulting fran the postulated pipe rupture. The

results of the coahination of the-stresses and the overall stress summary are

presented in Appendix F of the Hosgri Report. This appendage deaunstrates the

acceptability of the reactor coolant system. It is important to note that the
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allowable stresses used are determined by various Codes and Standards groups to

assure the structural integrity of the structure or canponent. Thus, as long

as the stresses are determined to be equal or less than allowable, there is

ample margin in the design of the system. The acceptance criteria used provide

substantial additional m~~in to failure. gsselman Testinuny at 4-5).

The reactor fuel for Diablo Canyon, described in Chapter 4 of the FSAR,

could conceivably be affected by the postulated seismic event ccaibined with the

loss of coolant accident. As a result of a seismic event, the antion input to

the fuel would cause impact loads on the fuel grids. The fuel grids are spacer

elements which maintain the spacing of the fuel rods t:o permit adequate cooling.

Dynamic testing was performed on the grids to determine the load at which they

auld first ezperience permanent deformation. Loads ixom the seismic event

and the worst postulated loss of coolant individually and combined, are below

the allowable grid strength. This provides assurance that the fuel grids will
not deform and that the geoaatxy for adequate cooling willbe maintained fol-

lowix~ the postulated Hosgri event and a ccncurrmt loss of coolant accident.

The NRC Staff did, however, request that fuel grid deformation be postulated.

Assuaing fuel grid deformation, the resultant modification geoaetxy of the-grid

was used in an ECCS analysis. It was deaanstrated that with the postulated.

maximum credible deforaation of the grid, the core would remain eoolable. The

fuel was, in short, shown to be acceptable by two different methods:

(i) The calculated loads indicated that deformation
of the fuel grid would not occur; and
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(ii) even if the postulated maximum credible
deformation occurred, that the core would
remain in a eoolable geotn try.

Accordingly, the entire reactor coolant system has been shown to be fully

acceptable for the postulated seismic event and the unlikely simultaneous

occuxrence of a postulated pipe break event. Thus the integrity of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary is assured. Nsselman Testiaany at 5-7; Tr. 7571-7576,

7582, 7583).

At various stages in the presentation on mechanical systems and ccmpo-

nents, questions were asked of PG&K and Staff witnesses concexning simulated

aging. It developed that the updating to current criteria required by the NRC

Staff did not include simulated aging and other general environmental quaU.fi;

cation recaamendations reflected in the Staff's current position for new plants.

(Tr. 7461, 7463, 7648, 7845, SER Supp. 7 pp. 3-72). It was pointed out that

aging need not be consi.dered for the reactor coolant system and auxiliary

mechanical equipaent because those materials do not age. (Tr. 7578,-7580, 7583,

7584; 7641-7646, 7648). It was also pointed out that aging of such equipment

is taken care of automatically throu'uch measures as designing against.

corrosion or other degradation. (Tr. 7646, 7647) . E'inally, most of the

remairdag power plant components in question are not unique to nuclear power,

plants and a lengthy record of preventive maintenance to offset the effects of

aging for the life of the plant has been developed through the years at fossil-

fueled stations. (Tr. 8790) .
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Intervenors offered testimny on Ccntentions 5, 6 and 7 through their

witness Richard B. Hubbard. (J.I. Ex. 65). As with his testimony on the

operating basis earthquake, .much of his testimony was struck as being beyond the

expertise of the witness. (Tr. 7888-7893) . Of the testinuny remaining, there

were a11egations that there is no record that the effects of aging have been

considered in the seismic qualification of electrical ecgzipment and that using

a shaker table may have introduced ccxmnn failure modes not reacKly detectable.

(J.I. Ex. 65, pp. 5, 6, 7-8). However, on cross-mcamination, Ne. Hubbard admitted

that the 1ZEE standard which refers to aging was not issued until 1974 and that

the prior version of the IEEE standard, issued in 1971, did not have a require-

ment for simulated aging. (Tr. 7895, 7896) . He also admitted that the effects

of agiag couLd be determined through periodic testing and inspection. (Tr. 7899,

7900). As far as the use of the sacer tables is concerned, 8e. Hubbard actcKLtted

that the absence of such testing of the plant canponents would give rise to

uncertainties, different uncertainties, than if the components were so tested.

(Tr. 7913-7916). An NRC Staff witness testified that equipment mmt be quali-„

fied both during and after the simulated event and that, accordingly, PG&E was

required to inspect and test the equipment to hzmnstrate functional operability

aEter the test. In addition, the Staff took one more step than ordinarily

required by requesting PG&E to install strain gauges on sane of the equipment

to measure stress incurred during the test and possible fatigue. The data

indicate that the structural integrity of the equipment willnot be affected by

possible fatigue due to the sMcer table testing and therefore it is acceptable

to return the equipment to the plant. (Tr. 8711, 8713; 8813-8816) . Another
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NRC Staff witness pointed out that inaL1 cases only one of a redundant set of

equipment was so tested. (Rosa Testimony, p. 8) .

NRC Staff review of the structures, systems, and canponents of the

Diablo Canyon Plant was described in the SER Supplanents 7 and 8 and in testimony

by a panel led by 8r. James P. Knight. (Testimony following Tr. 8697).

Hr. Knight explained the methods and procedures followed by the Staff in reviewing

the facility for the Hosgri event, and he described the major modifications made

to the existing plant facilities to quality them for the Hosgri event. He

concluded as follcms:

The Staff review of the seismic design of the DCNGS has
been the most extensive we have ever undertaken.. 2ds
review has extended from the basic input criteria aaployed
through the details of mp~d analyses to the iaplemnta-
tion in Qual design. Our goal throughout the review has
been to assure that demonstrably conservative practi:ces
were follcrued at each, level of design. We believe that
this goal has been fulfilled in all aspects of the DCNGS

reevaluation, including confirmatory analyses and tests,
design of modifications, and the establishment of oper-
ating restrictions where necessary. Xt is our conclusion,
therefore, that the structures, systems and cooponents
necessary at the DCNGS to asure the health and safety of
the public willremain functional under the loading that
would result from any seismic event of severity up to and
including that specified for the Hosgri event.

Testimony as to the seismic qualification of the Cl'ass I electric

equipment was presented by NRC Staff witness Faust Rosa. (Testineny following

Tr. 8748). He also testified concerning aging, noting there previously had

been no such requirement but that did not make nuclear plants unsafe because

thexe are other things going on continuously that would reveal the effects of
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age, such as seismic testing and norah maintenance. (Tr. 8785, 8786). 'Ihe

Staff, mwertheless, is conducting research programs and a systematic evaluation

— of older operating reactors to better determine the significance of aging in

qualificatim testing. ThLs subject willbe reassessed by the Staff before

natural aging could have any significant effect on the seismic qualification of

equipamt installed at Diablo Canyca. (Rosa Testimony at 6-7) . Et was also

pointed out that, there is nothin unique about most of the equipment in a nuclear

power plant and that a wealth of experience exists with this equipaent in

faci3ities around the world which have been in existence the past ten, twenty

or aure years. (Tr. 8790) .

1'taff review of the seismic design of the Diablo Canyon plant was

the aust extensive ever undertaken by the Staff of the NRC. (Knight Testimony

at 54) . The Applicant' review was also extraordinarily thorough.

The Board finds that the Applicant has deaxnstrated thr~ appropriate

analysis and tests that Category l structure systans and components will

perform as required during the seismic load of the safe shutdown earthquake.

The Board finds that the Category I structures, systems and
coapm~ts'i11

be adequate to assure (a) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure .

boundary, and (b) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a

safe condition.
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'Iha Board finds that the evidence demonstrates that all structures,

systems and ccaponents of the Diablo plant necessary for continued operation

without undue risk to the health and safety of the public will remain functiorm1

and within applicable stress and deformation %mits when subjected to the effects

of the operating basis earthquake in combination with normal operating loads.

'Ihe Board finds that the necessary safety functions willbe maintained

during the safe shutdown earthquake where, in safety-related structures, systems

and ccaponents, the desi.gn for strain limits is in excess of the yield strain.

1V. 'THE SECURZZY PLAN REVI1%7

'ntervenors, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, through other counsel

also advanced a contention'overing various ways in which HKZ's security plan

allegedly fails to conform to NRC regulations. Due to the inability to produce

a qualified expert as mandated by the Appeal Board in ALAB-410, Intervenors in

a letter dated January 19, 1979, withdrew fran the proceeding, and the Board

accepted the letter as a voluntary default under 10 CFR 2.707. (Tr. 9367-9368).

'Ihe Applicant and Staff requested the Board to proceed with a review of the

security plan and the Board acquiesced. At a special in caanra session before

the Board on Monday, February 12, 1979, Staff and Applicant presented evidence

that PG6K s security plan in fact coolies with all applicable NRC Regulations.

On the sam date, the Board members together with Applicant ard Staff counsel

and witnesses also toured the Diablo Canyon plant to view the security system

and coaponents. Based upon the evidence presented the Board finds that the



PG&E seaxrity plan axnplies with all appli,cable NR regulations. Because of the

sensitive nature of tMs evidence, it willnot be further reviewed in this

Partial Ini.tial Decision.

In this Partial Initial Decision there can be no Conclusions of Law

or Order. %e Board has detexmdned that it is appropriate to reGCind the parties

that the Appeal Board may entertain exceptions to this Partial Initial Decision.

If that is the case, exceptions may be filed by any party within LO days after

the service of this Partial Initial Decisicn. A brief in sUpport of the

exceptions should be filed within 30 days thereafter (40 days in the case of the
I

Staff. Within 30 days after the service of the brief of appellant (40 days in
the case of the Staff):any other party may file a brief in sg~ort of, or in

opposition.to, the exceptions.
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